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VITA 
Mubyarto was born September 3» 1938 near Jogjakarta, 
Indonesia. He attended the Christian High School in Jog­
jakarta (1953-56) before entering the Faculty of Economics, 
Gadjah Mada University in Jogjakarta in 1956. He received his 
Bachelor of Science degree in Economics in July, 1959* He 
then was appointed teaching assistant in the Faculty of Eco­
nomics. 
In June i960, he left Indonesia to pursue advanced study 
in the United States. He finished his requirements for the 
Master's degree in Economics at Vanderbilt University, Nash­
ville, Tennessee, in I96I. He then transferred to Iowa State 
University of Science and Technology, Ames, Iowa. After fin­
ishing his preliminary examination for Ph.D. he returned to 
Indonesia in July I963 to undertake research on the rice prob­
lem. 
He returned to the United States in August 1964 and com­
pleted his requirements for the Ph.D. degree in Agricultural 
Economics in February 19.65 • His minor works are in Economic 
Theory and Statistics. 
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DEDICATION 
DIPERSEMBAHKAN KEPADA: 
"AMPERATANI"* 
DARI SABAEG 8AMPAI MSEAUKE 
*The message of the farm people's sufferings 
vl 
QUOTATION 
"I believe that inductions with regard to the elasticity of 
demand and deductions based on them have a great part to play 
in'economic science." Alfred Marshall (73, p. 260) 
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INTRODUCTION 
Indonesia, with 10^ million people in 1964, is the fifth 
largest country in the world. Its area comprises about one 
quarter of that of the United States of America. The archi­
pelago consists of over 3000 islands stretching out from west 
to east and from north to south further than any points of the 
United States. 
The per capita income, estimated about $90, is probably 
a little higher than the average of the South East Asian 
countries. It is not known, however, whether this income is 
increasing or decreasing. . The population, according to the 
1961 Census, is increasing at 2.3 percent per annum. The 
country is predominantly agricultural with 85 percent of the 
total population living in rural areas. Seventy-two percent 
of the total labor force is employed in the agricultural sec­
tor. In terms of national product, agriculture accounts for 
over 56 percent, while it contributes a total of 60 percent of 
the export revenue. Rubber, copra, tea, coffee and leaf 
tobacco are among the most important agricultural exports. 
Indonesian volcanic soil, especially in Java, is one of 
the most fertile soils in the world. In Java this has enabled 
the cultivation of almost 70 percent of the total arable land 
(24, p. 17). The irrigated agriculture has been highly devel­
oped for centuries, although significant modernization and 
expansion did not come until the end of the nineteenth cen­
2 
tury, when the Dutch and other western capitalists began to 
invest their capital in agricultural plantations. Presently 
42 percent of the total arable land in Java is being irri­
gated (42, 1962, p. 48). 
The climate and meteorological condition is favorable for 
multiple-crop systems. In Java a two-crop system is being 
practiced, and in the more fertile regions three crops a year 
is not unusual. Generally in the wet season (November-May), 
the farmer plants rice (paddy), while in the dry. season (May-
November) the so-called polowidjo (dry crops such as com, 
peanuts, soy beans, etc.) are usually planted because they can 
grow without much water. 
Rice is produced by millions of small farmers possessing 
land less than .15 hectare in Java and Madura. In 1959s 78 
percent of the farmers in this island cultivated a land area 
smaller than half a hectare, while the "big farmers" who own 
more than 5 hectares represent only.41 percent of the land 
owners (49). These figures indicate that the majority of 
Indonesian farmers still live on a "subsistence level", where 
the production of food crops, notably rice, are just barely 
sufficient to meet their own consumption. There is hardly any 
portion which they can sell to the market in order to buy the 
non-produced goods such as petroleum, salt, sugar, dry-fish, 
clothing, etc. 
Because rice is the staple food of the majority of the 
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people, it is more generally preferred than any other crops. 
Farmers tend to plant rice also in the dry season ij^irri-ga-
tion water is accessible. This is very true in the last sev­
eral years, when rice production has always been far behind 
domestic requirement, resulting in serious strain upon the 
country's food economy. 
The country is striving very hard to undertake a take-off 
to economic development. An increasing number of people are 
leaving the agricultural sector to join the urban job-hunting 
army of the labor force. With a rapid increase in population 
in general, this naturally creates tremendous increases in the 
demand for food. This condition of static food supply has be­
come the most serious problem of the country's economy. 
This study attempts to identify and to evaluate.factors 
which determine the level of rice production and the level of 
its marketable surplus released for the growing non-rural 
needs. From the study of the supply and marketing behavior of 
the individual farmer it is hoped that some conclusion could 
be drawn for a larger group of farmers, which will be used as 
a basis in the effort to develop national food policy in gen­
eral and rice policy in particular. 
The Problems and Objectives of the Study 
The problem of marketable surplus of food crops in the 
less developed countries has attracted wide interest in recent 
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years. In these countries the slow increase of (and quite 
often stagnant) food production can not keep pace with the 
fast increase of population accompanied by rapid urbanization 
and industrialization. The result is deterioration of the 
already low standard of living. 
In light of this serious problem, this study strives to 
answer the question as to whether and how the Indonesian sub­
sistence and semi-subsistence farmers respond to price and 
non-price (economic) incentives and the related questions as 
to whether the assumptions and models based on traditional 
economic theory may be applied to the behavior of Indonesian 
farmers. 
In short, this study attempts to identify and evaluate 
the factors which determine the level of rice production and 
marketable surplus of the Individual farmers and as a group. 
This micro approach will be used to deduce some conclusions to 
be used as a guide in formulating national food policy. 
In particular, the principal objective of this study is 
to estimate the elasticity of the marketable surplus of rice 
in Indonesia. The marketable surplus elasticity is a function 
of Income and price elasticity of demand for home consumption, 
elasticity of substitution of rice for other commodities, and 
the related variables which Influence the farmer's Income. 
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Reasons for the Choice of the Problem 
At the present time in Indonesia, it is widely agreed 
that the food problem must be solved "at all costs". This con­
cern is reflected not only in the conversations of the general 
public, but in the highest government policy statements as 
•well, including article 30 of the Economic Declaration (Dekon) 
(120). 
The people of Indonesia are especially concerned about the 
causes of the continuous rise in the price of rice. Rice is 
the staple food of the people; as such it is a matter of "life 
or death" (92). The "man in the street" is asking agricul­
tural specialists and economists to explain what is happening 
in the rice economy. 
In the last I3 years, Indonesia has been importing rice 
amounting to over 10 percent of domestic production. In I96O, 
for example, 960,000 tons of rice cost the government US |100 
million. In the situation of scarce foreign exchange this 
problem has become the most pressing national problem. The 
well-known President's Economic Declaration of March I963, 
f 
pinpoints the problem as follows: 
In order to solve the financial and economic diffi­
culties at the present time, the emphasis of the 
short-run economic policy must be put on the food 
and clothing problem. 
In this short run economic policy, the problem of 
satisfying food requirement must be given top pri­
ority consideration, because the people who must 
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participate in the production drive, must have 
guarantee of sufficient food, especially rice. 
In order to provide this guarantee, it is neces­
sary for the government to possess and control suf­
ficient supply of rice, which means that the govern­
ment must possess and control the rice 'iron-stock*. 
(120, art. 30) 
It is very important, therefore, for the government to 
identify and evaluate the factors which determine the amount 
of the marketable surplus of rice from the rural agricultural 
sector. Expressed in economic terms, it is important to esti­
mate the elasticity of this marketable surplus. . By knowing 
quantitatively the parameters which determine this elasticity, 
complete with their signs and magnitudes, the government will 
be able to utilize the means to influence them in the effort 
to increase the marketable surplus of rice badly needed for 
Indonesia's economic development. 
The United States* Economic Team report (Humphrey report) 
of 1961 (124) also recognizes .that "by far the most important 
(food) product Is rice" (124, p. 40). 
"Since food shortages and soaring prices can be focal 
points in social unrest, an increase of food production is 
essential to the success of Indonesia's program for economic 
development" (124, p. 14?). While the team is aware that 
price, by itself, would not "provide sufficient stimulus to 
change the traditional practice of peasant agriculture dras­
tically", and that, "what is required is a combination of 
measures that provide fertilizer and seed and education and 
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credit requisite for their use", it suggests that "higher 
price for rice is likely to be an important part of the com­
bination" (124, p. 44), 
The rice program calls for a system of exchange with . . 
term of trade sufficiently favorable to the grower 
to encourage production of a much larger surplus 
above his home consumption than that to which he is 
accustomed. (124, p. 44) 
It is further suggested that a solution of the production 
and distribution problem has been handicapped by lack of a 
realistic analysis of the role of prices in obtaining a sur­
plus that growers are willing to sell (124, p. 148). 
If growers are to have the incentive to increase 
their production, and especially to market it so 
that it becomes available for deficit areas, they 
must be offered prices that are not too low, as 
the prices they now receive appear to be. Without 
a realistic price policy, organizational arrange­
ment will not succeed in solving the distribution 
problem. They can be expected only to prepare the 
way for more rapid increases in output and fcr a 
solution of the distribution problem when improved 
price policies are adopted. The present problem 
which is fundamentally to induce growers to produce 
more for the market will persistently haunt any 
organizational arrangement; it will not be resolved 
merely by trying one type of organization after 
another. (124, p. l48) 
It is then the objective of this study to identify and 
estimate parameters which are necessary as instrument vari­
ables to undertake the needed realistic analyses on rice price 
policy. 
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Usefulness of the Study 
This study is intended to put into empirical test some 
hypotheses concerning the behavior of the marketable supply 
of rice in Indonesia. There has not been any previous attempt 
to conduct this kind of research in the country. As the first 
attempt, it has been quite a disheartening experience. There 
are no references or direct consultation which could be util­
ized in the course of the study. Most of the statistical data 
are not available in the desired form. 
The selection of rice as the object of the study is in 
itself quite a challenging one. Although the problem seems to 
have obsessed the "man in the street", and therefore almost 
everyone seems to "know" the solution, there is no clear evi­
dence that simple and immediate improvement of the rice situ­
ation of the country is in sight. 
The usefulness of this study is as follows: 
First, to the economic research workers, especially agri­
cultural economists in Indonesia, this "experimental" quanti­
tative study could become a good example for their future 
work. The majority of the statistical data utilized here have 
never been used before. Due to the incompleteness of the 
data, some of the treatment of the data has turned out to be 
a "research finding" in itself. This study attempts to apply 
modern econometric methods of research to "underdeveloped" 
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statistical data. For example the technique of estimating 
price elasticities by utilizing cross section budget data has 
been adopted. This is necessary because of the problem of the 
absence of time series data on per capita income and per cap­
ita rice consumption. 
Second, to the statistical agents all over the country, 
especially the Central Bureau of Statistics in Djakarta, this 
study uncovers and reveals the relative importance of avail­
able data for use in planning economic development in Indonesia. 
A great deal of very important and basic data have not been 
1 gathered at all. Some others need radical improvement in the 
method of collection. Thorough knowledge of the usefulness of 
particular data is very valuable to the persons in charge of 
collecting the data. In this respect this study can serve as 
a guide. 
Third, provided there is a certain degree of reliability 
of the data, the numerical finding of some parameters in this 
study, which have never been computed before, may be used as 
guide-lines for the economic policy makers. The Income and 
price elasticity of the demand for rice, for example, would be 
very meaningful to the Foodstuff Council in the formulation of 
National Pood Policy. The Department of Agriculture and the 
Bank of Cooperative, Parmer and Fisherman (B.K.T.N.) should 
^The annual National Sample Survey begun in I963 is a 
breakthrough in this direction. 
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also be interested in the numerical findings of income and 
price elasticity of rice production. Finally, some rough 
estimates of the farmer's response to price and other non-
price (economic) incentives, which to some extent is the con­
cern of the Economic Declaration (120, art. 26), is necessary 
for the national planners. The success of any economic plan­
ning in Indonesia must necessarily require full and accurate 
knowledge of the behavior of farmers, which comprise not less 
than 80 percent of the whole population. 
Fourth, although we do not claim that the Indonesian 
farmer's behavior is typical of the less developed countries, 
our findings have indicated many striking similarities with 
that in some other countries such as India, Pakistan, the 
Philippines, etc. It is hoped that this study could also be 
used to derive some insights into the elasticity of marketable 
surplus in these countries. 
The Research Method of the Study 
Emphasis on quantitative study 
Originally it had been hoped that a case study of a group 
of farmers could be conducted in one particular area concern­
ing their behavior in producing, consuming and marketing rice. 
Preliminary discussion with some experts led to the conclu­
sion, however, that a full year of day-to-day observation is 
necessary to obtain this kind of information. The farmer's 
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Income is not solely derived from his farm, but from many 
varieties of part time employment. Furthermore, this addi­
tional income is not earned in any regular fixed period of 
time. Moreover the farmer could not be expected to provide 
an accurate report of his income for the months which have 
elapsed. 
The.sale of rice of the farmer is not done only once in 
large quantities right after the harvest, but it is sold 
daily, weekly or at quite irregular times, very often in small 
quantities of less than one kilogram. In addition, as also 
has been stated earlier, the farmer is the producer of rice, 
while at the same time he is also the consumer. This condi­
tion makes it impossible to estimate the amount of marketing 
by a village from the amount of rice being produced in that 
village. The farmer may in the next précrop period buy back 
rice for his personal consumption. 
An attempt to estimate the amount of rice shipped out 
during the year or one season from the regency's office was 
also unsuccessful, because a large part of rice marketing is 
done by small traders using bicycles, sometimes even at night. 
These conditions forced an abandonment of the original 
approach. It was decided consequently, to concentrate efforts 
on a more aggregate statistical approach. 
Although the preliminary survey of the statistical data 
available indicated that some basic data are still missing, 
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the statistical study is the most appropriate approach for the 
following reason; 
The Indonesian economists in general, at least before 
the first conference in Djakarta, July 1964, possessed no sig­
nificant role nor any high prestige within the country. This 
author believes that this is due primarily to their own short­
comings. There are only very few Indonesian economists who 
have done research to produce significant contributions for 
the nation's economic development. 
These shortcomings, however, may not be entirely due to 
them. Indonesia, in comparison with some other countries in 
South East Asia, is far behind in the possession of economic 
statistical data. It is only when there are sufficient basic 
statistical data that economic research and analysis can be 
done satisfactorily. 
So long as the Indonesian economists are not going in 
the direction of more empirical, especially quantitative, 
research which enables them to show and analyze the basic 
characteristic of Indonesian "economic man", there will never 
be an honorable place in which they can serve their country 
most efficiently. 
The only way to a position in which our science 
might give positive advice on a large scale to 
politicians and businessmen leads through quanti­
tative work. For as long as we are unable to put 
our arguments into figures, the voice of our sci­
ence, although occasionally it may help to dispel 
gross errors, will never be heard by practical 
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men. They are, by instinct, econometricians all of 
them, in their distrust of anything not amenable to 
exact proof. (105t P* 12) 
The data collection 
The collection of data for this study was done during a 
12-month stay in Indonesia. However, the time has not been 
considered sufficient because the greater part of the first 
three month period was used to develop the economic model of 
the marketable surplus. Moreover, the decision to put empha­
sis on the quantitative nature of this study turned out to be 
a formidable undertaking in terms of time and energy. It soon 
became clear that it is difficult and inefficient to attempt 
to conduct quantitative economic research on an individual 
basis. Beside the unavoidable need of a diversity of know­
ledge and the heavy task of collecting and preparing the fac­
tual estimates, there is a very considerable amount of calcu­
lation required in the course of the investigation. This was 
made still more difficult because of the unavailability of an 
automatic calculator. 
The most important single source of statistical data has 
been the Central Bureau of Statistics in Djakarta. The other 
additional data were obtained from several other departments 
of the central as well as local governments. 
The bulk of the statistical data was obtained from 
Daerah Istimewa Jogjakarta (special region of Jogjakarta) in 
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central Java, where most of the statistical estimates were 
derived. In this respect it is appropriate to consider this 
study as a "case study" of this region. 
There are several reasons for the selection of this 
region as a "case area". First« it has relatively sufficient 
and fairly good quality statistical data, which has been pub­
lished by the Statistical Bureau of the Daerah Istimewa Jog­
jakarta as well as the data which could be obtained from 
governmental departments. Second, being the site of the 
Gadjah Mada University, one of the oldest universities in the 
country, it provides other advantages. In addition to some 
reliable data derived from research by the Bureau of Economic 
Research of the Faculty of Economics (128), a great deal of 
supplemental information was obtained from some professors of 
this University. Third, the region is predominantly agricul­
tural, with 69«2 percent of the population earning their liv­
ing from agriculture. The conditions, therefore, could 
approximate those of Java and Madura as a whole. Fourth, it 
is the native home of this author. A thorough knowledge of 
the region and its people has proved to be very beneficial 
during the course of this study. Several personal interviews 
were done with the farmers to check the information published 
by the Faculty of Economics mentioned above. 
While conducting detailed statistical analysis from the 
data in this region, attention is continuously directed to its 
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relationship to the rice and food situation of the country as 
a whole. This is done by extensive personal interviews with 
the high officials in Djakarta who are in charge of the rice 
and food situation in the country.^ 
Finally, the author feels quite fortunate that, at the 
conclusion of this study he was able to participate actively 
in the first conference of Indonesian economists (Musjawarah 
Besar Sardjana Ekonomi Indonesia) in Djakarta, July 1964, 
where, among other of the nation's economic problems, the food 
problem was discussed by experts. This opportunity served as 
an ideal summing up of the full year of investigation. Indeed 
a great deal of illuminating information has been obtained 
from either the papers presented during that meeting or from 
the direct communication with these experts. 
The Method of Presentation and the 
Organization of the Study 
The study is divided into six chapters. Chapter I pre­
sents the review of literature on the problem of marketable 
surplus of subsistence crop In general. This chapter is fur­
ther divided into three parts. The first part deals with the 
question of price response of the subsistence farmer. The 
^These agencies include inter alia. Central Agricultural 
Extension Service, Bank of Cooperative, Parmer and.Fisherman, 
State Agricultural Enterprise, (the former Paddy Center), 
Committee of fiice Procurement Program, etc. 
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second discusses factors which influence the marketable sur­
plus, and finally, the third part deals with the literature 
discussing the role of the marketable surplus of food crops 
in economic development. 
Chapter II describes the nature of the rice problem in 
Indonesia, with a brief description of the historical origin 
of the problem from colonial time up to the present. The 
government's attempt to solve the problem since independence 
also is discussed. 
In Chapter III the economic model of the marketable sur­
plus is presented. 
Chapters IV and V deal with the empirical application of 
the model. The sub-models are presented to estimate each 
parameter postulated in the basic model. This is the elas­
ticity of output discussed in Chapter IV and the elasticity of 
demand in Chapter V. In Chapter IV are presented separate 
models for output, acreage and yield of rice. 
The summary and conclusions are presented in Chapter VI. 
This includes the computational results of the elasticity of 
the marketable surplus and its policy implications. 
Finally, the study closes with some recommendations for 
the future research in Indonesia directly connected with food 
problems. 
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CHAPTER I. REVIEW OP LITERATURE ON MARKETABLE SURPLUS 
The literature dealing with the marketable surplus prob­
lem, both theoretically and empirically, could be divided into 
three groups: 
First, the most general one, is the works which are con­
cerned with the (general) question of "farmers* response to 
price" in the less developed countries. There are quite a few 
writers who maintain that farmers in these countries do not 
respond, or respond very little, or perversely, to price 
changes. Dr. Boeke (10) the leading exponent for the Indo­
nesian case, even goes so far as saying that an "economic 
approach is of limited use in understanding an underdeveloped 
economy and that attempts at influencing the society through 
economic motivations are doomed to failure". Then Boeke fur­
ther says that "Eastern business will always present a very 
different appearance from western even in cases where the two 
are concerned in . . . the same commodity" (10, p. 103). Many 
of the more recent writings on this have been attempted to put 
this, proposition into empirical test. "The point emphasized 
here is simply that they have not been, but they must be sub­
jected to adequate empirical tests, before they are accepted 
or rejected" (62, p. 5)» 
Second, is the the group concerned with identifying, 
measuring and evaluating the factors which determine the level 
of marketable surplus of subsistence crops. For example, the 
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Indian Society of Agricultural Economics (39) in its annual 
conference in i960 devoted attention on this important prob­
lem faced by the economy « A total of 24 .papers were pre­
sented and discussed in that conference. 
The main objective of this group is to measure the size 
of the marketable surplus, to identify the factors which 
influence it and to find means to augment its size. 
Third, is a group which attempts to put (the) emphasis 
on the role of the marketable surplus in economic development, 
i.e., its role in the early stages of industrialization and in 
the process to sustained growth. The literature of this group 
also analyzes the economic implication of food import in this 
crucial period. The problem arises here because such import, 
whether in the form of ordinary purchase from abroad or eco­
nomic foreign aid, may result in the opposite effects of the 
stated goal. It may impair domestic agricultural production, 
derive inflationary effects, etc. 
Let us now examine the views of each group in more detail. 
Farmers* Response to Price in the 
Less Developed Countries 
As has been stated briefly above, there are "western" 
economists who maintain that farmers in the less developed 
countries do not respond or respond very little to price in­
centive. If this were true, then we cannot augment marketable 
surplus of food crop just by making its price more attractive 
19 
to the farmers. 
In the Economic Journal of 1959 and I96O (8, 35) there 
was an exchange on the price response problem in much clearer 
focus. Messrs. Bauer and Yamey and their critic, Mr. Hogg, 
essentially agree that the positive price response does 
indeed exist for the Nigerian cocoa producers, although its 
extent is far from being agreed. 
Mr. Baj Krishna (62) and Mr. W. P. Falcon (I7) in their 
studies suggest similar findings in India and Pakistan for 
cotton and wheat. These authors assert that price elasticity 
of output could be approximated by price elasticity of acre­
age. While they found that these elasticities are positive 
they also found that these elasticities are higher in the case 
of cash crops (e.g. cotton) than in the case of food crops 
(e.g. wheat). 
P. N. Mathur and H. Ezekiel (7^) suggest that because of 
the less-monetized subsistence sector, the farmer tends to 
react inversely to changes in price. They hypothesize that 
at a particular period of time the farmer needs a fixed cash 
requirement to buy the non-produced commodities, to pay rent, 
etc. The result is that an increase of the price of the 
product will be followed by a decrease of the amount offered, 
because this smaller amount will be sufficient to meet his 
cash requirement. The farmer then tends to prefer to save 
in kind, the decision which is strengthened by uncertainties 
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concerning the future events. "The farmer apparently feels 
safer with foodgrains in his bin than with money in his sav­
ings account (which he rarely has in any case)" (7^, p. 398). 
This "fixed requirement hypothesis" suggests that "... 
higher agricultural production per capita and subsequent in­
creases in agricultural income offer the best solution to the 
problem . . and therefore, . . this means that the solu­
tion to what is after all a problem of underdevelopment is 
nothing but development itself" (74, p. 400). 
The controversial "abominable snowman" in economics, a 
familiar phenomena in the price-response problem, has taken 
the form in this case as the "backward rising supply curve", 
which was discussed by Mr. G. R. Allen and Messrs. Parnsworth 
and Jones in the Economic Journal (19, 3), June 1956. This 
exchange suggests that in economics, especially when we deal 
with subsistence economy, we must remember that, ". . . it is 
always dangerous to pick out and isolate one relation within 
a system of interdependent variables and draw conclusions of 
causal significance" (68, p. 852). 
It is clear from the above survey of literature that 
there has been considerable disagreement concerning the 
existence of the "backward rising" supply curve in the less 
developed economy. An author claims its existence in much 
clearer statement, but in a very interesting new approach: 
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. . . it is a misconception to believe that the 
price response of Indian cultivators is very low; 
on the contrary, there is convincing evidence that 
there is a negative supply response by way of in­
come effect. For the vast majority of farmers, 
the marketable surplus is very small. The response 
to a price rise may well be to retain more for 
consumption. (85» p. 1043) 
Against the "negative price-response hypothesis", more 
recently economists have tried vigorously to show empirical 
evidence to the contrary. But sometimes the approach they use 
cannot be justified, especially in the case of the densely 
populated subsistence economy, where intensive agricultural 
cultivation system has been practiced, and land has become a 
limiting resource. 
It must be noted, however, that when we observe the 
farmer's behavior more carefully we will find that: 
The failure to increase yields is not due to lack 
of price incentive, but to lack of knowledge, non­
availability of fertilizer, lack of credits, etc. 
Advances on this front depend less upon price in­
centives than upon government'à action in providing 
more irrigation and drainage facilities, an agressive 
extension progr^, and efficient agricultural supply 
system, an effective credit system, etc. (85, p. 
1044) 
In other words, the farmers in this situation simply 
"have not been given the chance to respond", rather than "un­
responsive" or "respond very little". Therefore, Professor 
Schultz (103) in his recent book indicates that: 
Despite all that has been written to show that 
farmers in poor communities are subject to all 
manners of cultural restraints that make them 
unresponsive to normal economic incentives in 
accepting a new agricultural factor, studies 
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of the observed lag in the acceptance of new agri­
cultural factors show that these lags are explained 
satisfactorily by profitability . . . even if none 
of the crop is sold. (I03, pp. 64-65) 
Factors Determining the Marketable Surplus 
We shall now turn to the second group of the literature. 
This group is concerned with identifying, measuring and eval­
uating the variables which determine the level of marketable 
surplus for the individual farmer and the farmers as a group. 
These factors include inter alia, the cash requirement, the 
size of land holding, the consumption habit, fanner * s income 
and purchasing power, the income elasticity of demand for and 
the propensity to consume rice, the relative importance of cash 
crop, family size and composition, the level of output and in­
tensity of production, the relative price of rice and other 
factors. 
Cash requirement 
Mathur and Ezekiel suggest that the marketable surplus of 
the individual farmer is determined by the amount of cash 
requirement needed to buy the non-produced commodities (74^ p. 
400). The size of this requirement, according to them, is 
more or less fixed over a certain period of time. This sug­
gestion leads to the conclusion that the marketable-surplus 
curve is backward bending, because the higher the price of 
the commodity produced, the smaller the amount that he has to 
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sell and vice versa. They contend that this is typical of 
farmers in the "subsistence" and non- or semi-monetized agri­
culture . 
The cash requirement hypothesis has also been tested 
directly through the influence of land rent on marketable sur­
plus. Khan and Chowdhury (53» P« 365) show that the market­
able surplus of wheat in Pakistan is inversely related to the 
amount of rent paid. They also show that "other income" is 
inversely related to the marketable surplus. This is because 
this "other income" contributes some portion of the total 
farmer's cash requirement. 
Concerning this 'backward bending supply curve* hypoth­
esis, V. S. Rao (90, p. 104) notes that the underlying assump­
tions in most occasions could not be satisfied. This hypoth­
esis rests on the following assumptions: (a) that the major 
part of the marketable quantity comes from the small pro­
ducers; (b) that these producers are more often living below 
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subsistence level and as such their income elasticity of de­
mand for home produce is quite high; (c) that they have fixed 
cash needs. Bao's data of South India, however, suggests 
that "the bulk of marketed quantity comes from rich irrigated 
tracts and in these, big cultivators command the major portion 
of the area and the marketed quantity". But this particular 
finding seems only to show that the above hypothesis "may" 
agree with facts in some other villages. 
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Size of holding 
Other conflicting findings are observed on the relation­
ship between the proportion of marketed surplus and the size 
of holding» It is generally found that these two variables 
have positive correlation (Bansil in 7, p. 28). But Bao in 
the above study has found that the correlation is negative in 
five out of seven villages. The reasons for this, according 
to him, are; (a) greater percentage of cultivated area under 
small farmers ; (b) relatively more transactions in kind on the 
part of big farmers. 
Consumption habit 
The consumption habit« according to authors (Kahlon and 
Seed, 51» P» 48), more than anything else, determines the 
level of the marketable surplus. Even within a country there 
is sometimes a wide variety of consumption patterns among 
regions. 
The farmers* Income is highly significant in determining 
the degree of marketable surplus. The richer the farmer, it 
is likely that he will sell more of his produce. But if the 
farmer is still living below subsistence level, the Increase 
in Income will tend to reduce the proportion of produce mar­
keted (Naqwl, 83, pp. 68-69). This is because the marginal 
propensity to consume and the Income elasticity of consumption 
are both quite high. This phenomena has led to the conclusion 
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that various land reform measures have in fact reduced the 
marketable surplus (Bansil, 7, p. 28). 
In close connection with farmer's income is the relative 
importance of cash crop in a particular region. The more 
important the cash crop in relation to the food crop, the 
wider the cash income sources for the farmer, which in turn 
result on the higher marketable surplus of the food crops 
grown in that area (53» 365)* 
The family size and composition are considered by some 
writers to influence significantly the level of the marketable 
surplus, because naturally the more the "food is eaten", the 
smaller the ability of the family to market the produce. Some 
studies indicate, however, that this relationship is not very 
significant (Misra and Sinha, 80, p. 6^). In order to correct 
for this probable effect. Khan and Chowdhury transform the 
family unit into adult units, a procedure which is customarily 
adopted in the analysis of consumer's demand (53» P» 375)• 
Output and intensity of production 
The most important single variable which influences the 
level of marketable surplus clearly is the level of production 
of the commodity concerned. In many less-developed countries 
the government's effort usually is directed on the increase of 
this variable by increasing the use of high yielding seed, 
better irrigation, more and better fertilization, application 
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of insecticides and improved methods of cultivation. 
Khan and Ghowdhury in the study mentioned above, have 
tested this hypothesis and found that one unit change in out­
put is (directly) related to three-tenths of a unit of the 
marketable surplus (53» P* 364). In order to further investi­
gate the effect of the individual output some of their calcu­
lations were made on the basis of four quartiles. Although in 
these particular data the difference of the computed coeffi­
cients are not significant, this attempt is useful to point 
out that it may not be justifiable to estimate the "average" 
effect of output level on marketable surplus for all farmers, 
without due consideration on the relative level of output. 
In another study Bam Saran shows that there is not always 
a positive relationship between production and marketing: 
. . .  i n  1 9 5 8 - 5 9  i n  s o m e  o f  t h e  s t a t e s ,  m a r k e t  
arrivals recorded a decline despite Increase in 
production over previous years, while in 1959-60 
they showed an upward trend despite some decrease 
in production. (Saran, 98, p. 72) 
This phenomenon may be due to the fact that the increase 
of production does not necessarily result in a parallel in­
crease in the per capita production, because in most of these 
peasant economies population Is increasing very fast. "This 
points to the need for Increasing at a faster rate per capita 
production of foodgrains and not merely total production of 
foodgrains" (Saran, 98, p. 77), 
Another author prefers to put emphasis on the "intensity 
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of cropping", and distinguish this from the "level of produc­
tion" (Shastri, 100, p. 97)* 
In a recent conference of the Indonesian economists the 
pattern of thinking has also been on the importance of in­
creasing production in the given land, despite the fact that 
rice production in Java, the most important island in the 
production of food, has been very intensively cultivated. 
Price 
Finally, we must note that the price of the commodity 
produced plays an important role in the mobilization of the 
marketable surplus. The price mechanism here should not be 
implied in the narrow sense, namely the price received by the 
farmer for his product, but its over-all effects on the supply 
and demand for that product. Further it may be implied also, 
that it include the role of price in the purchase and sale of 
factor inputs, because also this will indirectly influence the 
level of production and the level of marketable surplus. 
Krishna (6^) attempts to estimate the range of the price 
elasticity of the marketable surplus. By rightly noting that 
the farmer is producer as well as consumer he constructs an 
economic model in which he incorporates the price elasticity 
of output and the price elasticity of home consumption for a 
subsistence crop. This model turns out to be very interesting 
because by utilizing the Slutsky equation, price elasticity of 
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home consumption could then be desegregated into a substitu­
tion effect and an income effect. In this case the importance 
of income derived from the particular crop is automatically 
taken into consideration. However, as will be shown later, 
the prevailing economic and econometric tools have not been 
adequate to estimate all the parameters postulated, so that 
the model is not estimable. But despite some of these weak­
nesses Krishna's work could be considered to have opened a new 
pioneering approach to the problem of the mobilization of 
marketable surplus from the rural sector to the non-rural 
industrial sector. 
The Role of Marketable Surplus in Economic Development 
The role played by food in the economic development of a 
country is very crucial. Indeed it is not a new problem in 
the literature of economic development. The experiences of 
Soviet Russia, Japan and China only several decades ago, which 
have shown quite amazing growth, have become typical examples 
in this subject. 
In Russia the increase of the marketable surplus has been 
brought about by an increase in the agricultural productivity 
through the organization of collective farms and heavy capital 
investment in agriculture. Japan has solved the problem by 
the State's appropriating, through heavy land taxes, a sub­
stantial part of the gain in the productivity in agriculture. 
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China has done it by the organization of agrarian coopera­
tives, collection of agricultural taz in kind, facilitation 
of rural-urban exchange through supply of consumer's goods to 
the peasants, provision of producer's credit, guarantee of 
reasonable prices for agricultural products, etc. (Bala-
subramaniam, 6, p. 33)• 
The need for an increase in agricultural productivity, 
especially food, for a country in the early stages of develop­
ment, hardly needs any emphasis. This has been called by 
Hostow (93) the preconditions for take-off to economic devel­
opment : 
. . .  i t  i s  m o r e  t h a n  i n d u s t r y  t o  i n d u s t r i a l i z e .  
Industry itself takes time to develop momentum and 
competitive competence; . . . there is almost cer­
tain to be radically increased population to feed. 
In a generalized sense modernization takes a lot of 
working capital, and a good start of this working 
capital must come from rapid increases in output 
achieved by higher productivity in agriculture and 
the extractive Industries. (93, p. 22) 
In this period, according to Hostow, agriculture plays 
three major roles: (i) to supply more food, (ii) to supply 
effective demand for expanded market, (ill) to supply loanable 
funds to the modern sector (93, p. 24). 
In short, the development of the agricultural sector and 
the industrial sector must be harmonious. This so-called 
"balanced development" has been advocated by many experts, 
despite some of its weaknesses.^ Another author once stated 
^The leading opponent to the "balanced growth" thesis is 
Albert C. Hirschman (3%). 
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that "no country has gone forward or can be expected to do so 
with continued economic growth until agriculture is able to 
produce a surplus" (52). 
In so many of the developing countries which are fighting 
the problem of food shortage, the problem of inflation has 
further aggravated the situation. Strangely enough, inflation 
can actually be considered as a by-product of food shortage 
experienced by these countries. Examination of price indices 
in Indonesia shows that the price of rice has become a price 
indicator for other consumer goods. Professor Iso Beksohadi-
prodjo (^5) suggests that it is "not the price is high because 
production is low, but production is low because price has 
been continuously increasing and uncertain". As a pure agri­
culturist he defends the farmer by saying precisely: 
If it is stated that the food price is continuously 
rising, because production is still not yet suffi­
ciently high, I should like to ask, how could agri­
cultural production, which has a typical character 
of law of diminishing returns, be carried out by 
Increasing returns of the State's press in printing 
money? (%5, p. 4)1 
This problem of food shortage accompanied by inflationary 
pressure gives rise to another Interesting phenomenon, namely, 
the role played by the importation of food. 
This import of food may take the form of usual purchase 
from abroad or in the form of foreign aid, which is necessary 
^Original quotation in Indonesian. The translation is 
mine. 
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if food shortage has become a bottleneck impeding economic 
development: 
. . . disposal of surplus commodities by rich 
countries would be twice blessed because it could 
enable the developing country to break away from 
predominating constraint while at the same time, 
relieving the commodity lending countries of their 
anxiety over growing surpluses. Foreign commodity 
assistance thus becomes an instrument par excellence 
of harmonizing the economic interests of developed 
and underdeveloped countries. (58, p. 186) 
This proposition has been challenged by many authors led 
by T. W. Schultz (104). They argue that this commodity aid has 
a tendency to affect adversely the agricultural production, 
investment and saving in the agricultural sector through down­
ward pressure on prices, and also that the use of local cur­
rency holdings arising from surplus disposal is inflationary. 
D. R. Khatkhate, as an advocate of food import programs, 
suggests that "commodity imports under the foreign aid program 
should be a boon to underdeveloped countries" (58, p. 192). 
C. Beringer, W. Falcon and M. H. Khan (9, 18, 56) challenge 
this view by asserting that Khatkhate's analysis has been based 
on a priori hypothesis, following Mathur and Ezekiel, that the 
controversial "abominable snowman" indeed exists in the sub­
sistence farmers* world in India. Khatkhate argues that a 
"rise in agricultural prices does not stimulate production, 
saving and investment" (58, p. I9I)» He further suggests 
that "the extent of price response is high but negative and 
it affects marketable surplus and not production" (58, p. 
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189). 
In view of the experiences of some countries, such as 
Indonesia, where this food shortage has really been accom­
panied by galloping inflation and price Instabilities, what 
Khatkhate argues may be justified. As a matter of fact the 
Indonesian government's decision to import rice in large quan­
tities every year has been to meet the domestic popular demand. 
In this kind of situation, "it is relative stability rather 
than a relative rise of agricultural prices that provides a 
real fillip to agricultural development" (58, p. 192). There­
fore, it should be obvious that "imports of surplus commod­
ities into underdeveloped economies strengthens in no small 
way their efforts to initiate programs to stabilize agricul­
tural prices" (58, p. 192). 
In his attack upon Khatkhate*s arguments, Berlnger sup­
plies some contrary empirical evidences indicating that the 
acreage response to lagged price in Pakistan both for cash and 
food crops are positive and statistically significant. And 
that the import of agricultural surplus disposal is "working 
against the short run policy objectives of both India and 
Pakistan in achieving self-sufficiency in food grain produc­
tion" which, apart from the economic justification, presents 
the stated goal of many developing countries. Berlnger argues 
that the adverse effects will necessarily arise if the surplus 
disposal program reduces prices received by farmers for food 
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crops in relation to prices received for cash crops (9» p. 
321), so that there will be input substitution in favor of 
cash crops (9» p« 319)• Another adverse effect will result 
from the fact that these countries usually do not have suffi­
cient storage and transportation facilities, so that the food 
imports which cannot be spread out easily to the inland and 
truly deficit areas must be sold in ports and big cities, 
which traditionally have been the domain of domestic produc­
tion. The final result is that these domestic products must 
be sold within the producers' area with lower prices. 
Viewing from another perspective. Earl 0. Heady (30, p. 
22), concerning these "conflicting" interests between the 
recipient and the donating nations, stated that the analysis 
should be based 
. . . not on whether the recipient nation is made 
best off, or even that the total community of 
nations involved be made so, but only whether both 
ourselves and the recipient nation are made better 
off in a unanimous consent manner. 
Further, he warns that, 
. . . the greatest dangers in the U.S. foreign dis­
posal program is that food shipped under Public Law 
480, Pood for Peace and other programs will be 
classified in the total assistance and foreign ex­
change allotments for less developed countries, 
thus restricting capital items needed for other 
development purposes. Only where it can be shown 
that the food will not substitute for other claims 
in exchange, will not depress development of agri­
culture in the recipient country, will not displace 
exports from other nations and will not divert U.S. 
resources from more essential commodities to foreign 
development work, can surplus disposal be considered 
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a perfectly natural program with no danger of sub-
optimum or negative outcome in respect to develop­
ment. (30, p. 23) 
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CHAPTER II. THE NATURE OP THE RICE PROBLEM 
The rice problem in Indonesia is "a matter of life or 
death", said President Sukarno a few years ago. Its supply 
and its price concern everyone—rich, poor, merchant, banker 
and statesman (15, p. 6). Now the rice price has become a 
"thorny issue" in Indonesian politics. The price of rice and 
politics are inseparable in Indonesia (91, p. 320). 
The chief cause of the rice problem is the fast increase 
in demand resulting from rapid population growth, under condi­
tions of highly inelastic supply. With a total population of 
104 million people in 1964 and with an estimated rice require­
ment of 90 kilograms per capita per year,^ the total rice 
production of 9.2 million tons of milled rice is more than 
one and one-half million tons short of requirements. 
The government is trying vigorously to achieve self-
sufficiency in rice production, by both increasing rice pro­
duction and reducing consumption. The recent success in corn 
production in Java is part of the government's attempt to 
solve the food problem of the country. 
The goal of rice self-sufficiency, i.e., to close the gap 
1According to the Eight Year Plan (I96I-69), the target 
of per capita consumption in 1964 was 105 kg/capita/year. The 
following new menu has now been adopted: rice 81 kg, corn 
49 1/2 kg rice equivalent, roots 64.8 kg per capita/year. Al­
though corn rationing has been started in September 1964, it 
may still be reasonable to assume the rice per capita consump­
tion as high as 90 kg this year (70, 133). 
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between production and consumption is the essence of the rice 
problem in Indonesia. It is the purpose of this study to 
identify the factors and elements which contribute to the suc­
cess and failure of this attempt, especially those which would 
implement the finding of remedial measures feasible with 
existing constraints. 
The Historical Perspective 
The Indonesian rice problem could be better understood 
by studying the over-all structure of Indonesian agriculture 
since the colonial period. 
Professor Iso Eeksohadiprodjo (45), one of the leading 
Indonesian agricultural economists, once reminded us that in 
1940 an international agricultural expert, W. ladejinsky (65), 
stated that "Java's sawah (wet rice field) fed all the 
Indies". This was possible because Java, especially Central 
and East Java, had been practicing sawah*s cultivation which 
fed people for centuries. The striking characteristic of 
sawah is its "extraordinary stability or durability, the 
degree to which it can continue to produce year after year, 
and often twice a year, a virtually undiminished yield" (26). 
Today, Indonesia is grateful to the Dutch who introduced 
her to many modern commercial cash crops for export such as 
sugar, coffee, tea, etc. These have 
. . . transformed the island into one of the rich­
est and most fruitful of agricultural countries. 
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. . . where the soil is particularly fertile, in 
the cultivation of crops which were infinitely more 
profitable than rice, which are today the source . 
of welfare and comfort. (11, p. 210) 
However, it is undeniable that the Javanese sacrifice at 
that time was unparalleled in the world in terms of hard 
labour and changes in their mode of living. 
The degradation of the native agriculture was started by 
the monopoly system of the Dutch East India Company in l602, 
continued by the Culture system in the post well-known Dipo-
negoro War, and finally by direct investment by Dutch and 
other western capital beginning in I87O. 
. . . the influence of the Company on the native 
agriculture in this district, which was here of a 
more direct nature than elsewhere was characterized 
by a rigorous restriction of production coupled 
with low prices. This turned the Moluccas for the 
greater part into a dead country. (60, p. 104) 
The whole story of this bitter experience of the Javanese in 
cultivating their own land, the stimulation or retardation 
according to the interests of the company, can be described 
more clearly in the following citation: 
Originally the cultivation of the farmer crop 
(coffee, sugar) which was brought by the Dutch to 
Java from Malabar (India), was voluntarily taken 
up by the people of West Java. They even applied 
themselves to it with zeal thanks to the encour-
• agement of the Governor General, who saw that good 
prices were paid for the product. When a few years 
later the succeeding viceroy considerably reduced 
the purchase price, the population reacted by mur­
dering the regent who brought the news and by eradi­
cating their plantations. To prevent this happening 
again the offence was penalized with hard labour in 
chains. Nevertheless it was only a few years that 
the company itself ordered the destruction of half 
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of the plantations in the same district. The object 
was to prevent the market from becoming overstocked. 
For the same reason the cultivation of coffee in the 
Sunan's territory was also prohibited. Half a cen­
tury later, during the later part of the company's 
period, its cultivation was again commanded in this 
domain . . . the small man was forced to cultivate 
crops in which he certainly never would have vol­
untarily interested himself under the prevailing 
local circumstances. (60, p. 105-106). 
The Culture System has further killed the farmer as an 
"economic man". 
The Javanese population, whose duty was only to fur­
nish supplies, gained no trading experience, had 
little or no benefit from high prices and was de­
prived of the stimulation for increased production, 
which follows from a knowledge of the market and a 
fair price for the product. (60, p. Ill) 
This social-psychological factor did not imme­
diately disappear with the abolition of the forced 
labor system and with this there were other strong 
influences continuing which did much towards re­
tarding development of the natives along agrarian 
lines. (60, p. Ill) 
The students of contemporary Indonesian faming will no 
doubt observe this inheritance taking the form of 'inferiority 
feeling', 'lack of energy', 'irrationality', etc.^ 
G. Kuperus tries to show that Java's failure to progress 
does not have anything to do with the colonial impact, but it 
is due to internal stagnation of Javanese culture since classi­
cal times, . . . "the Javanese culture . . . since the fall of 
Madjapahit has been a fellah-culture. The Javanese people 
have had their culture and try now only to hang on to what 
cultural resources they once had". G. Kuperus, "De Bevol-
kingscapaciteit van de Agrarische Bestaansruimte in de Im-
heemsche Sfeer up Java en Madura (Omstreeks, 1930) cited in 
Geertz (24, p. 77). This is one very important field of 
research which must be conducted by Indonesian economists in 
the hear future. 
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The killing of the farmer's initiative as an individual 
by the Culture System coupled by the introduction of the 
mighty sugar industry which competed with rice on the same 
land, has really been the chief cause of the declining rice 
production since the end of the nineteenth century. This 
situation has been aggravated by the fast increase of popula­
tion in Java. 
The input requirement of sugar cane is exactly the same 
as of wet rice. It needs plenty of water and cheap labor. 
Geertz has shown in his study mentioned earlier that there is 
a very close relationship between sawah, population density, 
and sugar cultivation: 
The sugar areas have proportionately (i) more sawah, 
(ii) more population and (iii) even though more of 
their sawah occupied by sugar, more rice production 
than the non-sugar areas. (24, p. 74)1 
The decline of the rice production may be illustrated by 
Table 1. 
^This kind of analysis may, however, lead to a misleading 
conclusion, i.e., that while sugar cultivation in the Culture 
System resulted in great suffering, the Javanese were more 
prosperous than the non-sugar area. Firstly, the increase of 
the Javanese population may not be very closely related to 
prosperity. The birth rate may be independent of the degree 
of prosperity. It is possible that in sugar areas the death 
rate may have been reduced significantly by hospital facil­
ities in the sugar mills. Secondly, it must be noted that 
the population increase may be the result of the movement from 
the non-sugar areas. This point has not been discussed by 
Geertz. See Geertz (24, p. 74). 
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Table 1. Estimated percent of rice and non-rice crops in 
harvested area (peasant sector only)* 
Year Rice Non-rice 
1888 65 35 
1910 58 42 
1920 51 49 
1938 45 55 
^•Source: C. Geertz (24, p. 93)* 
This argument on the competition between rice and sugar 
can be strengthened by the significant increase of rice pro­
duction after the great depression of the *30*s, which even 
resulted during the three years before the second World War 
in rice exports to the outer islands. According to Professor 
Iso the reason for the rice surplus in Java during 1936-39, 
besides the drastic abandonment of sugar cane cultivation, 
was the introduction of a new price policy which determined 
the minimum price of rice for the tanis (farmer) and a policy 
to encourage the rice mills to buy rice from the farmers (45, 
p. 2). 
After the war the increase in production could not keep 
pace with the population increase. This compelled the govern­
ment to continue rice imports for distribution to the army, 
police, government employees, etc.^ 
Ipor the description of the historical development of 
government's rice policy see Leon Mears (76, pp. 18-25). 
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The Marketable "Surplus** of Rice in Indonesia 
The Economic Declaration (120, Dekon) of March I963 makes 
it very clear that the government's intention to increase rice 
production is a top priority project. Article 30 of the Dekon 
states: 
In order to solve the financial and economic prob­
lems of the present time ... it is necessary for 
the government to possess and control sufficient 
supply of rice, which means that the government 
must possess and control rice iron stock. 
What is meant here by iron stock is a fixed and guaran­
teed stock to prevent the excessive annual fluctuation (of 
quantity and price) caused by crop failure, delayed import or 
other catastrophies. It is also meant as an adjuster of short 
term supply and demand for rice (94, p. 5)« 
The government considers that rice "iron stock" must be 
maintained because the price of rice varies quite widely 
inter-temporally and inter-regionally. This has been caused 
mainly by the fact that production is 10 to 15 percent short 
of total domestic requirement in the average year. The build­
ing of the government's rice iron stock could be done by 
either import, domestic procurement or both (94, p. 12). 
In the wet season harvest of 1964, the government abol­
ished the paddy procurement program. In the attempt to build 
rice stock, it then relied mainly on imports supplemented by 
the buying of milled rice from the rice mills at free market 
price, while previously the government always bought paddy 
i^z 
"surplus" directly from the farmers at a fixed price» 
This paddy "surplus" actually represents only a very 
small part of the entire domestic marketable surplus of rice 
released from the rural-farm sector for the consumption of 
the non-farm population.^ 
The terms "surplus" and "minus" have been used quite fre­
quently in Indonesia in discussing the rice supply problem, 
but their real meaning is rarely understood clearly. Some 
authors use them to refer to surplus or minus areas relative 
to the "ideal per capita rice consumption standard". Hears 
(76, p. 50) uses this term by considering an area's relative 
position with a "nutritional standard of the ideal carbo­
hydrate consumption for the average Indonesian", which he 
considers as more meaningful, rather than one for rice alone, 
because of the wide variation in dietary habits throughout 
Indonesia. Incidentally, this is especially important at the 
present time when the government is trying hard to diversify 
food consumption patterns in the attempt to achieve food self-
sufficiency. 
In the above sense Indonesia as a whole actually has not 
been in a serious condition. Allowing for rice import, Indo­
nesia has been consuming more than this nutritional standard. 
^The amount of rice which flows through the government 
channel is around 11 percent for West Java and 19 percent for 
Krawàng regency, from the total marketable surplus (95# P* 1)« 
^3 
In 1956, for example, when rice import amounted to over three 
quarters of a million tons of milled rice, valued at I.3 bil­
lion rupiahs, Indonesia as a whole was consuming 2.3 kg per 
person more than the prevailing nutritional standard (76, p. 
50). 
In the present study the term "marketable surplus" is 
used with still a rather different meaning, referring to the 
farm-rural sector as rice supplier for the urban sector. In 
this sense the agricultural sector which comprises 70 percent 
of the total population is to supply rice surplus to the rest 
of the economy. In this context it is possible, therefore, 
that although regencies or provinces are considered as "minus" 
areas, they always have a "surplus" sector and a "minus" sec­
tor. The minus sector is the urban population plus the rural 
population which does not produce rice, while the surplus 
sector consists of farmers who actually produce rice and 
release the unconsumed portion to the urban sector.^ 
In a random sample survey of 503 families in the Special 
region of Jogjakarta in I959 (128, 129), a sample of one for 
every 1000 families, 284 families (56*5^) are farmers. Out of 
this, 116 farmers (40.8^) have surplus rice for sale. On the 
average, these II6 rice producers, who have a per family 
annual rice production of 563 kg, sell about 4?.? percent of 
Igee Chapter III. 
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their production. 
Other than this, there has not been any other attempt to 
estimate the marketable surplus of rice in Indonesia. Leon 
Hears suggests that it might be around 30 percent for Indo­
nesia as a whole. Bukasah estimates the respective figure for 
West Java to be 37 percent of the total production, while in 
the Krawang regency, the rice granary of West Java, it amounts 
to approximately 68 percent of total production (95» P* 1)* 
Tables 2a and 2b, constructed from Wears* data, show 
the distribution of surplus and deficit areas for the 76 
kabupatens (regencies) in Java and Madura for tha years 195^ 
and 1955' A kabupaten is considered a surplus region if pro­
duction exceeds consumption, and vice versa. 
Knowledge of the magnitude of the marketable surplus of 
rice is indeed very important in planning, especially in the 
condition of shortage of transportation means. It will be 
possible for planners to minimize the cost of transportation 
from one region to the other and to minimize the costs involved 
in building government stock. At the same time it is possible 
to reduce the existing price differentials. 
Examination of Tables 2a and 2b also suggests that a 
surplus region in one year may become a minus region in the 
next year and vice versa. This indicates that there are sev­
eral factors which influence the level of marketable surplus. 
It is the objective of this study to identify and evaluate 
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Table 2a. Distribution of marketable surplus per kabupaten 
in Java and Madura, 1954-1955®" 
Classes 19 54 1955 
% 0Î Wo. of No. of 
surplus observations % observations % 
1. 0 - 9 8 19.5 8 22.2 
2. 9 - 18 8 19.5 8 22.2 
3. 18 - 27 6 14.6 7 19.4 
4. 27 - 36 9 22.0 8 22.2 
5. > 36 10 24.4 14.0 
41 100.0 36 100.0 
^•Source: Hears (76, pp. 254-259)* 
Table 2b« Distribution of rice deficit per kabupaten in 
Java and Madura, 1954-1955^ 
Classes 1954 1955^ 
^ of No. of No. of 
deficit observations % observations % 
1, 0 - 13 9 25.7 6 15.0 
2. 13 - 26 12 34.3 17 42.5 
3. 26 - 39 8 22.9 11 27.5 
4. 39 - 52 2 5.7 ,1 2.5 
5. » 5 2  _4 11.4 12.5 
35 100.0 40 100.0 
^•Source: Hears (76, pp. 254-259) • 
^Note that 1955 was a poor year in Java-Madura. Forty-
one surplus kabupaten in 1954 became only 35 in 1955' Six 
kabupaten lost their surplus position while only one changed 
from deficit to barely surplus region. 
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these factors both theoretically and empirically. 
The "Pantja Usaha" Scheme - an Effort to Increase 
Production through Intensification 
The problem now is how we can increase production. The 
government has attempted many things to increase rice produc­
tion. Since production is the product of harvested acreage 
and yield, the production, then, could be increased by in­
creasing either of these two variables or both. As a matter 
of fact both methods have been used by the government in its 
production drive. 
One author suggests that the quick and large increase in 
rice production is "altogether impossible by intensification" 
(101), namely, by increasing yield per hectare. He argues, 
therefore, that "the only way out is extensification by land 
reclamation besides amelioration of existing wet rice fields". 
However, it is believed that the Indonesian government is of 
the opinion that an increase of output through intensification 
in Java is still both feasible and economical. This section 
will discuss means which have been used by the government to 
boost rice production through intensification. 
The "Pantja Usaha" scheme, literally translated as "Five 
attempts", consists of improved irrigation, use of high 
yielding seed, fertilization, better methods of cultivation, 
and disease eradication. 
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Irrigation 
One of the most important methods to increase rice pro­
duction is through the expansion and improvement of irrigation 
facilities. That irrigation plays a crucial role in rice 
cultivation hardly needs emphasis. Drought constituted 20 
percent of the total damage to wet rice fields in 1958, 32 
percent in 1959 and 1? percent in I96O, while floods in the 
same years resulted in damages of 28 percent, Jk percent and 
ko percent respectively (41, p. 12). 
This serious disaster took place almost entirely in Java. 
In i960, 85 percent of the total Indonesian drought damage was 
suffered by Java, while the flood damage constituted 60 per­
cent of Indonesia's total (41, p. 11). 
The government realizes this constant threat and hence 
tries hard to prevent and minimize its happening. The Irri­
gation Service of the Department of Public Work,^ which is 
responsible for securing the water supply and preventing soil 
erosion has cooperative programs with other departments to 
build new dams and improve irrigation facilities to prevent • 
this calamity. 
^The Irrigation Service originally instituted by the 
Dutch Colonial government in IB85, whose task mainly is to 
supply water for rice cultivation and sugar plantations. 
See Van Der Kolff (60, p. 114). 
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The intensity of irrigation is closely related to wet 
rice production (46). This year the government is finishing 
a giant dam, Djatiluhur in West Java, which is expected to 
irrigate 80,000 hectare sawah in West Java. During i960 the 
Irrigation Service built 158 new dams all over Indonesia and 
repaired 2,071 old ones which could irrigate 365*985 ha sawah 
(41, p. 24). During the Eight Year Development Plan (I96I-
1969), the government hopes to irrigate a total of an addi­
tional 1,306,182 ha sawah (133» P» 71)* 
The use of high yielding seed 
The introduction of high yielding seed developed by the 
Institute of fiice Research in Bogor, has received considerable 
response from the farmers all over Indonesia. These new seed 
varieties, called in Indonesian bibit unggul. are inter alia, 
Bengawan, Sigadis, Remadja, Dara. The most recent one is 
Dewi Tara, which has just been successfully tried in Krawang. 
These new varieties can increase about 15-20 percent of the 
present average yield of 24 quintals/ha. 
The basic varieties of Indonesian rice are tjere (0. 
Sativa var. indica) and bulu (almost similar to 0. sat1va var. 
japonica). Bengawan is a product of the cross between lati-
sail. a variety from Pakistan, and tjere (89). At the present 
time the Rice Research Institute at Bogor is continuously 
developing new varieties which could produce higher yields in 
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a shorter period of maturity. The Institute has also been 
anxious to find varieties which could resist lack of water.^ 
The Paddy Center program formally instituted in I958 
had a general task of distributing superior seed, fertilizer, 
farm credit, insecticides and farm tools. Due mostly to over-
optimism, this program was a total failure and dissolved in 
1962. The State Agricultural Enterprise (Pertani) has car­
ried out the program of the Paddy Center up to the present 
time. It now distributes fertilizer and superior seed to the 
farmers through Primary Agricultural Cooperatives (Koperta). 
The Paddy Center Program has taught a very bitter but 
otherwise a useful lesson, indicating that the agricultural 
problem is not a simple one. It is not merely a technical or 
economic problem, but a blend of sociological, psychological 
and cultural problems, which certainly must be taken into 
account if failure or disappointment are to be avoided. 
Fertilization 
The history of the fertilization program in Indonesia is 
very closely related with that on the introduction of superior 
seed, because both programs are always implemented together. 
According to a study, the Javanese rice farmers are 
^The Institute works very closely with the International 
Hice Research Institute at Los Banos, the Philippines, in 
developing these new varieties. 
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traditionally not accustomed to the use of artificial ferti­
lizer (95, P* 19). They use instead the domestic green manure 
and kompos. But the author's observation in a village in 
Central Java provides no support to the above claim. In this 
village the demand for chemical fertilizer always far exceeds 
the available supply, and the farmers are willing to pay in 
cash. Many of them must be satisfied to bring home from the 
shop for fertilizer, operated by an agricultural cooperative, 
a weekly amount of only 40-50 percent of the total amount they 
wanted to buy. 
This observation suggests that patient, honest, informa­
tional and easily understandable demonstrations to these 
farmers are absolutely necessary before they will adopt a new 
artificial fertilizer. But once they are convinced of its 
capabilities, it could be assumed that they would willingly 
sacrifice in order to purchase fertilizer, because their 
final output would be increased significantly.^ 
It must be noted however, that for the majority of the 
Indonesian farmers the price of artificial fertilizer is still 
expensive, especially in terms of the smallness of their farms 
and their standard of living. Therefore, an author argues 
that the "green manuring is the best and cheapest form of 
^It is not unusual that the farmer would borrow money 
from his neighbor to buy this fertilizer or to "pawn" his 
precious valuables or anything for this purpose. 
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manuring for all land" (89» p. 40). Crotolaria has been sug­
gested to be the most suitable for Java's land. 
In the case of chemical fertilizers, urea has now become 
the most popular to the farmer, because it has now been pro­
duced domestically. The U.S. $33 million new fertilizer plant 
in Palembang, South Sumatra, has begun its operation in I963 
with 100,000 metric tons production.capacity annually. Unfor­
tunately the transportation means to distribute the output has 
been a serious problem, and it was really an embarrasing 
irony that the factory was forced to export 10,000 tons of 
fertilizer to avoid overstock which might endanger the safety 
of its storage.1 
Other kinds of fertilizers being applied widely in Indo­
nesia are ammonium sulphat (Z.A.) and dubble superphosphat 
(D.S.). A researcher in Bogor found that ammonium sulphat 
applied according to the recommended procedures could increase 
yield by 63.7 percent for si gadis variety seed (indica type) 
(106, p. 26). A superphosphat plant is now being built in 
Tjilatjap, Central Java, to supply the fast rising demand in . 
this area. 
^The statement was issued by a prominent government offi­
cial during a conference of Indonesian economists, Djakarta, 
July 1964. 
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Improved methods of cultivation 
The Pant.1a Usaha Scheme considers that the methods of 
cultivation of rice in Java can still be improved. The Rice 
Research Institute and the Institute of Agriculture in Bogor 
have conducted a cooperative project to experiment with this 
scheme in the 1963-64 season. This pilot project has been 
supported by the Department of Higher Education and the De­
partment of National Research. 
The Institute of Agriculture sent its graduate students 
to the field to guide the farmers in the improvement of culti­
vation methods, for example, the exact number of seedlings to 
be planted, the depth of planting, amount of water, etc. The 
pilot project has been very successful. It has not been dis­
closed, however, how much of the 250 percent increase of yield 
is due to the improvement of the method of cultivation alone. 
The analysis of variance of the various combinations of the 
Pant.1a Usaha being done in order to separate each effect 
statistically will certainly be very useful for the forthcom­
ing project. Before any result is reported from this anal­
ysis, over-optimism should be carefully avoided. The Paddy 
Center program's experience should have a cautionary lesson. 
The Agricultural Extension Service reports that the 
attempts to improve cultivation methods have been very suc­
cessful through direct information, demonstrations and con-
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tests. In Bogor, West Java, the winner of such a contest has 
achieved rice production of as high as I50 quintals per hec­
tare (41, p. 27). It is also reported that a physiological 
disease called "mentek" can be avoided simply by improving the 
method of transplanting. According to research, the disease 
may be caused by potash deficiency, and a plant with a fine 
root system, with many root hairs, will not suffer from this 
deficiency to the same extent as one with a coarse root sys­
tem; therefore, it is recommended that when transplanting a 
large number of seedlings per hill will make the roots fine and 
wooly and therefore enable them to escape "mentek" (89, p. 3). 
Pest and disease eradication 
Another very serious source of rice damage actually has 
been caused by rats and diseases. The rat damage alone of 
the wet rice crop counts for the third largest, surpassed only 
by flood and drought. It amounted to 19 percent annually 
during the 1958-60 period. Together with diseases it amounted 
to almost 40 percent of the total damages reported for those 
years. For the dry-land rice crop the rat damage is less 
serious; it averaged about 16 percent in the same years. 
Aldrien, endrien and dieldrien are the most common in­
secticides used to eradicate rats. The farmers usually have 
welcomed the application of these insecticides on their farms. 
It has been unfortunate, however, that sometimes the personnel 
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doing the job have been so reckless that they poisoned and 
sometimes killed the farmers* cattle, cats, dogs, etc. After 
such accidents it usually takes some time before farmers 
again consider using insecticides. 
It is regrettable that data are not obtainable on the use 
of insecticides in Indonesia. In any event, however, the 
Agricultural Extension Service is presently about the only 
agent who could do the job. In recent years graduate stu­
dents in agricultural engineering, notably of Gadjah Mada 
University of Jogjakarta, have been summoned to villages all 
over Java, usually before the wet season planting period to 
lead the farmers to eradicate rats. These students always 
complain of lack of insecticides in the local agricultural 
extension program. The best that they can do is to mobilize 
the villagers to cooperatively eradicate rats (gotong ro.long). 
The results frequently have been very satisfactory. 
The Prospect of Extension of Eice Acreage 
It has been mentioned earlier that there are writers who 
argue that little result could be achieved in production in­
crease by intensification alone. This group suggests that the 
government concentrate on reclaiming new and more land and 
ameliorating existing land. 
It is estimated that there are about 12 million hectares 
of marshes and flat land throughout Indonesia suited for wet 
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rice fields by reclamation, viz: 4 million ha on Sumatra, 
4 million ha on Kalimantan, 2 million ha on Sulawesi, 1.5 
million ha on West Irian and 0.5 ha on Java, West Nusa Teng-
gara and elsewhere (101). According to this estimate a total 
Investment of 70 billion rupiahs (I963 price) plus U.S. $100 
million will be needed to achieve self-sufficiency within 5 
years and to produce rice for export within 10 years. 
At the present time there are already three projects 
situated in North Sumatra (100,000 ha), the polderplan in 
Kalimantan (800,000 ha) and several other projects (about 
200,000 ha) in West, South and East Kalimantan (101). The 
choice and implementation of such projects must take into con­
sideration the natural, economic, social and political envi­
ronment. During the first 2 years, supply of farmers must be 
guaranteed, probably through spontaneous transmigration from 
Java. 
The Agricultural Extension Service has also been engaged 
in land reclamation through mechanization, although most of 
those projects are still in the stage of experimentation. Un­
fortunately current statistical data are not obtainable on 
the acreage under this mechanization program. With only 10 
out of 23 pools reported in i960, the acreage covered 2,793 
ha. Out of this 1,193 ha or 4-3 percent are in Central Java 
(41, p. 211). 
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Beoently the gogo rant .lah^ system of cultivation, experi­
mental in some areas, is reported to have doubled rice produc­
tion in Madjalengka, West Java. Similar experiments are to 
be undertaken in Krawang (100 ha), Bekasi (100 ha), Subsuig 
(100 ha) and Tangerang (200 ha) (41, p. 112). This new method 
which employs the use of tractors is able to speed up land 
preparation and thus make possible double cropping cultiva­
tion. 
The Diversification of Pood Consumption Pattern 
In the previous two sections were discussed ways to in­
crease rice production as a method to augment marketable "sur­
plus". This same goal can also be achieved through discourag­
ing consumption." 
The Indonesian government has until recently concentrated 
on increasing production and let the consumption level vary 
freely without interference. The gap which exists between 
production and consumption is closed by import. The govern­
ment is now aware that this policy cannot be maintained any 
longer, because the foreign exchange needed for rice import, 
over U.S. $100 million every year, has been dangerously ex­
hausted. Also in the long run a policy of continuing food 
^Gogorantjah is a method of cultivation, where land is 
prepared during the dry condition. The paddy seeds are broad­
casted. Irrigation water is provided for the growing of rice. 
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imports may even have adverse effects on the growth of domes­
tic production. The increasing availability of non-rice food, 
especially corn, prompts the government to encourage people 
to modify the consumption pattern, namely, by consuming less 
rice and more non-rice food, such as corn, sweet potatoes, 
cassava, sago, etc• 
Since rice is a subsistence crop, its consumers consist 
of two major groups: the non-producer (pure consumer) and the 
farmer-producer « We do not know in which group a program of 
discouraging rice consumption is likely to achieve more satis­
factory results. In general, however, in terms of per capita 
consumption, the farmer-producer or rural people have been 
consuming lower quantities. For example, the per capita con­
sumption of West Java as a whole in 1955 was 102.5 kg as 
against an average of 124.8 kg consumed by low income groups 
in the city of Djakarta (76, p. 52). The Consumers Finance 
study in Jogjakarta in 1959 reveals the figures shown in Table 
3 for the five kabupatens (regencies). 
The very significant difference in the average consump­
tion between urban and rural areas should not imply, however, 
that the consumption of rural people is grossly inadequate, 
because the rural people have more varieties of food to eat. 
For example, the per capita rice consumption in Gunung Kidul 
is very low because people eat more rice substitute commodities 
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Table 3* Per capita annual rice consumption in five 
regencies, Daerah Istimewa Jogjakarta, 1959®" 
Per capita annual 
Kabupaten rice consumption (kg) 
1. Municipality of Jogjakarta (urban) 89 
2. Gunung Kidul (rural) 11 
3. Sleman (rural) 65 
4. Kulon Progo (rural) 58 
5. Bantul (rural) 58 
Average 56.2 
^Source: Wirjosudarmo (128). 
in this case dried cassava (gaolek). The rural people also 
grow other crops, vegetables and fruit trees around the 
houses, which are called in Java "Karang kitri" or "compound". 
The role of "compound" certainly cannot be underestimated in 
contributing to the variety of rural peoples' diet, because• 
in Java it represents approximately 15 percent of the total 
arable land.^ 
Should it be possible to reduce rural rice consumption, 
it can be done by encouraging more non-rice production in dry 
lands or in that which cannot be used to grow rice. Of 
course fertilization will be necessary in this case. Given a 
fixed amount of rice output, an increase of non-rice food 
^W. Ladejinsky (65, p. 52). Unfortunately it is impos­
sible to estimate the more recent figures for this. The 
above figure is the pre-war estimate. 
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enables the farmer to part with more of his rice and hence, 
increase his rice marketable surplus. 
For the second group of rice consumers, the problem is 
rather different. This group is completely dependent upon the 
rural sector, except a small part which is satisfied from rice 
imports. The people of Djakarta, for example, may consume a 
larger proportion from imported rice. 
According to the I96I Census of population, 14.8 percent 
of the Indonesian people are urban, 10.1 percent of which are 
in Java and Madura, and the remainder are scattered on all 
the other islands. Again, the exact figures are not obtain­
able for the privilege groups, which always receive fixed 
rice rations every month. When this figure is known it will 
be possible to predict the degree of success of the govern­
ment's new attempt to reduce rice consumption by distributing 
rice and corn to these groups. 
The civil servants who previously received 8 kg of rice 
per capita, according to the new scheme^ will receive 6 kg of 
rice and 2 kg of corn, while the members of the army receive 
12 kg of rice per capita plus 6 kg of com, while previously 
they received all 18 kg in the form of rice. There is no 
doubt that the implementation of this new scheme of rice 
rationing will have significant effect on the food consumption 
^The new scheme is effective September, 1964. 
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pattern for the country as a whole. Table 4 shows the com­
parison of the two menus constructed by the Nutritional 
Foundation and the Foodstuff Council. 
The governments* decision to shift the food consumption 
pattern is based on the one hand on a bright prospect of corn 
Table 4-. Hi ce menu before and after May, 1963^ 
Old, before May Old, after May 
1963 (kg) 1963 (kg) 
Bice 100 81 ^ 
Corn 15 49.50 
Boots 4-3 64.8^ 
Total 158 195.3 
&8ource; Hears (77, p. 33) and Mansur (70, p. 3)* 
^Hice equivalent. 
®Wet roots. 
production and on the other hand on the very slow growth of 
rice production. In a recent corn pilot project in Wonosobo, 
Central Java, the use of 100 kg fertilizer per ha land, which 
cost approximately U.S. |8, has easily increased average pro­
duction by 400-500 percent from the present average of about 
1 ton per hectare, an increase of revenue of almost $125 for 
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every hectare of land.^ 
Indeed, a study of available statistics has shown that in 
Java and Madura there has been a tendency of increasing the 
corn and cassava acreage In comparison with paddy acreage. 
This, however, may be caused by increasing dry-farming culti­
vation than by declining paddy acreage as such. Table 5 
reveals this trend. 
Table 5» The relative importance of the acreage of paddy, 
maize, and cassava in Java-Madura, 1931-1960 
(percent of planted acreage)®* 
1931-40 1950-59 i960 
Paddy 57 60 42 
Maize (corn) 30 2? 38 
Cassava 13 13 20 
100 100 100 
^Source: Central Bureau of Statistics (42, 1962, p. 54). 
In terms of the availabilities of calories in the present 
Indonesian diet. Table 6 provides figures in each island and 
Indonesia as a whole. 
During the period between 1954-57 to 1958-6I, the per 
capita consumption of roots-food has increased by 15 percent 
Ipor more information on the prospect of.corn production 
and its role in Indonesian agricultural economy consult 
Soehardi (111, 112). 
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Table 6. Average Calories and protein available in Indonesia 
per capita per day, 195^-1961, all food®-
Region - Calories (no.) Protein (grams) 
Java 1,720 33.7 
Sumatra 1,708 35.2 
Kalimantan 1,909 37.7 
Sulawesi 1,768 36.5 
Maluku and West Irian n.a. n.a. 
Bali and Nusatenggara 2.770 51.9 
Total Indonesia 1,777* 39.0 
^•Source; Hears (77, p. 26 (Table 3) and p. 29 (Table 5))* 
Napitupulu indicates that cereals and roots supplied an aver­
age of 77.4 percent of total protein content of all food sup­
plies available in Indonesia for human consumption in 1958. 
B. Napitupulu and Sunardjo, "Perkembangan Persediaan Bahan 
Makanan di Indonesia Dalam Djangka Waktu 1951-59", Medan Ilmu 
Pengetahuan, Jan., 1962, pp. 379-421, cited in Wears (77, p. 
wn 
^The requirement for Indonesia is 1,900 as specified in 
the Eight Year Development Plan 1961-69. 
from 40 kg to 46 kg rice equivalent. The success of this 
program on shifting the consumption pattern from rice to non-
rice food will, however, depend to a great extent on the 
efficacy of the educational program to change food patterns. 
In order to obtain a good picture of the availability of 
Calories, protein (animal as well as non-animal), fat, etc., 
it would be desirable to study the proportion of other food 
expenditures such as meat, fish, soybean cake (tahu-tempe) 
etc., especially over a long period of time. 
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Unfortunately a time series study of this kind has never 
been done in Indonesia. In Table 7 two independent samples in 
Daerah Istimewa Jogjakarta in 1959 and I963 are compared in 
order to indicate the importance of making further studies in 
rice and food analysis in the near future. 
Table 7 indicates that the proportion of total expendi­
tures of rice consumption declined for the rural areas from 
*^5 (45 percent) to ,42 between 1959 and I963. This, however, 
does not indicate an improvement of the living standard, be­
cause total carbohydrate foods which were derived from rice 
and roots were slightly higher in 1963 (.65) than in 1959 
(.62). There is no doubt, therefore, that the lagging pro­
duction of rice in this area, as in any other area in the 
country, has resulted in the production and consumption of 
more non-rice foods such as cassava and sweet potatoes. 
It may be added that in the over-all living standard the 
farmers in the Special Region of Jogjakarta seem to be a lit­
tle better off in I963 than in 1959* An indication of this is 
that the over-all food expenditure of the rural people in I963 
constituted only 42 percent of the total expenditure as against 
63 percent in 1959*^ 
^Computed from the same sources, see footnote b, Table 7. 
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Table ?. Expenditure proportions of food, Jogjakarta, 1959 
and 1963a 
1969" 1262 
Bural 
mi 
Urban D.I.J. 
stratum 
17® 
Stratum 
18 
stratum 
19 
All 
rural 
Bice/corn .45 .40 .47 .46 .53 .21 .42 
Boots .17 .00 .09 .13 .13 .48 .23 
Fish and 
sea food .00 .04 .00 .00 .01 .00 .00 
Meat and eggs .01 .06 .03 .01 .01 .02 .01 
Milk .00 .01 .00 .00 .00 .01 .00 
Vegetables .13 .19 .17 .11 .12 .10 .11 
Miscellaneous .12 .13 .11 .08 .09 .07 .08 
Prepared food .03 .09 .05 .18 .06 .05 .10 
Drink A02 .08 .08 _i01 .06 
Total 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
^Source: Sukamto (119); Central Bureau of Statistics 
(43a). 
^Notice that the comparison of 1959 and I963 may not be 
entirely justified because they are different samples. The 
1959 sample consists of 503 families. The municipality of 
Jogjakarta is "urban" and the other four kabupatens (re­
gencies) are "rural". The 1963 sample consists of 420 farm­
ers. Some adjustments have been made on 1959 grouping of 
food items in order to make the table comparable. Note that 
the column""All D.I.J." has been computed independently of 
"urban" and "rural" figures. The same procedure applies to 
1963 figures. 
®The strata I7, 18 and 19 are constructed according to 
the density of the population. Strata I7 is the most densely 
populated strata, while 19 is the least densely populated one. 
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other Methods to Augment Marketable Surplus 
Another means to increase the marketable surplus of rice 
is by encouraging the farmer to keep to a minimum his personal 
rice stock. Although there has not been any attempt to esti­
mate this level of stock, our recent observation in a rice 
surplus region in Krawang reveals strikingly large figures. 
In this region even in the pre-wet season crop period in Dec­
ember and January, rice continued to flow out from the rural 
areas to urban areas. However, there is no way of identifying 
the types of farmers who were selling rice in this period.^ 
Basically there are three waves of rice supplies from 
the rural sector during the year (96b). The first wave comes 
primarily from the harvester who wants to cash his paddy earn­
ings. The second wave is derived from small and middle sized 
farmers, several weeks after the harvest. Finally, the last 
wave comes from the rich farmers or landlords who are able to 
retain rice until the market price is relatively higher. 
A study of 536 farmers in I963 in six villages in Krawang 
regency shows that 59*1 percent of the total marketing was 
done within the period from April to August, 40.3 percent 
^In an attempt to obtain some idea of "rice flows" from 
the rural sector, this author estimated that during 3 1/2 
hours observation (6:30-10:00 a.m.), the amount of rice sold 
was approximately 49 tons of uncleaned rice (kiseran), carried 
out by bicycles and "pikulan" (carrying-pole) by about 200 
persons. The observation was on October 18, 1963. 
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during the period from September to December and the remainder 
was sold during the last week of December.^ 
Among the six classes of farmers in the samples, the 
third class markets 38.1 percent of the total, followed by 
the second class (26.9 percent) the fourth (12.? percent) 
and the fifth (11.9 percent). The largest rice supplier 
(third class) markets 62.4 percent during the first period, 
o 
37 percent during the second period. This study also indi­
cates a similar pattern of the relative importance of each 
class in total marketing during each period. The following 
table gives the distribution of marketing for each period. 
This table (Table 8) reveals that in periods I and II, 
the third class of farmer supplied the largest portion of the 
rice supply. In the third period, however, the contribution 
of this class dropped to only 8.9 percent of the total, while 
the second and fourth classes supplied 5^.3 percent and 3?.9 
percent respectively. 
^This study was undertaken by E. Rukasah Adiratma of the 
Institute of Agriculture Bogor (9oa). ^e takes a sample of 
536 farmers and the records of marketing during three periods, 
April 1 to August 3I, September 1 to December 15, the last two 
weeks of December and January 1 to March 31* The first period 
is wet-season harvest, the second is dry-season harvest, the 
third and the fourth are pre-harvest periods (patjeklik). When 
this author obtained the data from Mr. Rukasah, the work was 
still in progress collecting the data for the fourth period. 
^The six classes of farmers are grouped according to the 
ownership of land. The exact definition for each class is not 
available. 
6? 
Table 8. Percentage distribution of rice marketing, Krawang, 
1963a 
Class I 
Period 
II III 
I 9.7 8.7 2.0 
II 23.4 31.7 54.3 
III 40.1 35.1 8.9 
IV 11,5 14.6 37.9 
V 14.5 8.9 3.2 
VI 10 1.1 2.6 
Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 
^'Source: Hukasah (96a). 
As mentioned earlier, there has not been any deliberate 
government policy for the farmer to minimize rice stock. But 
the distribution of superior seed to the farmer in the pre-
crop period, and preferably at an earlier time, would achieve 
the goal if they are exchanged for the farmers* stock. 
If the majority of the Indonesian farmers maintain stock 
merely for seed, as it is commonly supposed, there will be no 
need for a policy to discourage stock. However, in a situation 
of serious inflation, price instabilities and uncertainties, 
such „as in the present time, it is very likely that stocks 
other than for seed are significant. A farmer who has a small 
amount of rice surplus would prefer to save it in kind, rather 
than in cash. In this case a policy to induce the farmer to 
part with his rice stock, however small, will be needed, but 
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only If Inflation can be checked and prices made more stable. 
Problems in the Marketing and Distribution System 
Defects in the marketing structure and organization con­
tribute to some extent in creating unfavorable conditions 
which discourage production for the market. A comprehensive 
study on Bice Marketing in Indonesia has been conducted by 
Leon Mears in 1957 and 1958 (76, 78). Since some of his find­
ings are quite related to this study, a brief survey follows. 
Organization 
Rice marketing and distribution are carried out through 
two distinctive channels, namely the government agencies and 
private channels. The government channel usually carries 
between 10-20 percent of the total rice flow from the rural 
sector. The remainder is carried out by private traders.^ 
The Indonesian rice farmers usually are not well-organ-
ized to face the much stronger bargaining power of the well-
organized middlemen. It has been extremely difficult to rem­
edy this situation, because whenever some cooperative organi­
zations are started, the majority of the organizers must 
necessarily come from the educated man in the village. These 
Isince the government procurement program was abandoned 
in 1963-64 harvest, all rice flows to the private channels, 
except little quantities in the form of milled rice, which 
the government buys from the rice mills. 
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people are no more than the village officials who, unfor­
tunately, in one way or another have interests which are 
opposed to the interest of the small rice farmers (2, p. 42). 
Transportation 
Imperfection in the transportation system has been 
seriously impeding growth of production and marketable sur­
plus. It is also true, however, that the farmer frequently 
is in a very weak position in facing the middlemen who argue 
that their storage facilities have been full, because they 
cannot transport to urban areas owing to lack of transporta­
tion means. In this kind of situation, the farmer usually 
will have to give up hope of receiving the higher price, be­
cause he must return to his village, sometimes miles away, 
the same day, and most frequently he is in urgent need for 
money. The lack of transportation, therefore, does not re­
sult in losses to the consumers which have to pay higher prices 
as much as they are losses which must be borne by farmers who 
must accept a lower price of output and insufficient and un­
timely supply of factors. 
Finance and credit 
Improving finance and credit facilities for the rice pro­
ducers is probably more paramount than any other function in 
marketing. It is very closely related to an attempt to in­
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crease production and marketable surplus. 
The Indonesian rice farmer is always in urgent need of 
credit for production purposes for his daily living expenses 
before the products are sold, and for meeting the social 
obligations that local custom requires. Owing to the small 
size of the average holding, the high rents that must be paid 
by tenant cultivators, the limited scope for other employment 
in the off-season, and the general improvidence of the tani 
(farmer), a large percentage of these cultivators cannot man­
age to live from one harvest to another without recourse to 
borrowing (76, p. 1^5)* 
Different kinds of credit institutions have been estab­
lished to help the farmers. There are Bank Bak.jat Indonesia 
(People's Bank), Bank Pesa (Village Bank), Lumbung Pesa 
(Village granary). Credit Cooperatives, etc. The activities 
of the first three institutions have now been taken over by 
the B.K.T.N. (Bank for Cooperatives, Farmers and Fishermen). 
Some very important progress has been made by this new insti­
tution, although there have been some criticisms to the effect 
that a more significant contribution could have been made by 
this Bank if it limited its operation within the agricultural 
sector only.l 
^It is argued that the Bank has granted relatively more 
credit to the middle-class traders and credit accounts than to 
the small farmers and fishermen, see Barli Halim (28, p. 10). 
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Credit from the B.K.T.N, which is used to satisfy the 
need to buy fertilizer, insecticides, superior seed, etc., 
can increase the farmer's income. But there seems to be an 
inadequacy in the agricultural extension service to guide 
the farmers to optimize the utilization of these factor in­
puts. 
The more permanent solutions involve education of the 
tani s « a change in the cultural outlook that would limit the 
need for large expenditures for social celebrations (sela-
matan), provision of other productive activity in the village 
to permit the tani to augment his limited agricultural income, 
internal migration and other methods of agricultural intensi­
fication (76, p. 147). 
Government Control and Price Policy 
The Indonesian government has been exercising close con­
trol on rice distribution and prices. This is considered 
necessary for three reasons: (1) to insure an adequate supply 
of rice for the army, police, employees of vital industries 
and for rice-injection for the public in times of shortage; 
(11) the government's desire to protect the farmer from the 
exploitation by the middlemen and the rice mills, (Hi) the 
desire to create a "balanced middle-class" within the group 
of rice mill owners and merchants involved in distributing 
rice (76, p. 14?). 
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In order to achieve the first objective, the government 
has, until last year, had a program to procure paddy from the 
farmers at a fixed price. A region was obligated to deliver 
about 10 percent of its total projected production to the 
government. But records indicated that the government's tar­
get has never been achieved in any region. This is due to the 
following reasons: (i) target is based on acreage available, 
while in reality not all can be allocated to rice due to lack 
of water, capital, etc.; (ii) the government buying price is 
lower than the free market price; (Hi) dishonesty and "cor­
ruption" of the officials,1 and (iv) the existence of wealthy 
farmers and merchants in the village, who compete with the 
government in buying paddy in the harvest, reselling it later 
when prices are better. 
In Table 9 we can see the comparison of government and 
free market price in Krawang, West Java, I962. The price re­
ceived from selling rice to the government has been inflated 
by the price differentials in which the farmers benefit from 
cheap textiles they are entitled to buy. It has been report­
ed, however, that the farmers do not always like the type and 
pattern of textile available, it arrives late, etc. It would 
Ipor example, an official would buy paddy on behalf of 
the government, with government's money, and then resell it 
with profit. Later he would report that he "failed" and re­
turn the original money to the government. See Moh Sadli 
(96b, p. 96). 
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Table 9* Price received per 100 kg dry stalked paddy, 
Krawang, West Java, July I962& 
Free Government 
Grade/ Textiles Government market price as % 
variety bought price price of free price 
1. Bulu drill 785.40 1285.00 61 
2. Bulu c • w • s • 1055.00 1285.00 82 
3. Tjere drill 740.00 929.00 80 
4. Tjere c.w.s. 1000.00 929.00 108 
5. Bulu none 691.80 1285.00 54 
6. Tjere none 636.00 929.00 69 
7. Tjere none 104.50 100.70 104 
8. Tjere none 104.50 146.70 71 
^Source: E. Rukasah Adiratma (95, p. 14). 
be more accurate if this "limited selection" is further ad­
justed to the price differentials. 
Among the four reasons above which result in the failure 
of the fulfillment of the government's target, the price "dis­
incentive" seems to be the chief cause of all these (110, pp. 
12-13 and 124, p. 112). This is evidenced by the warm welcome 
expressed by the farmers upon the abolishment of the program 
early in 1964. 
But the abolishment of the procurement program should not 
be considered as a total failure of the program. Some experts 
expressed opinion that this program has had some desirable re­
sults, for example, in reducing price instabilities, and mar­
keting margins (95» P* 17)• It does indicate, however, that 
in view of the long-run goal and national interest the forced 
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purchase of paddy at relatively unfavorable prices cannot be 
justified any longer. The new approach of providing "eco­
nomic incentives" to carry out production drives as contained 
in the Economic Declaration has been exercised in this par­
ticular example. 
The recent economic and political situation in Indonesia 
makes it still imperative for the government to exercise con­
trol on supply and demand of rice in the country. The govern­
ment rice import program will still continue despite sincere 
desire to stop it in 1965* The rice "iron-stock" will still 
be needed, especially as "reserved-stock" for emergency pur­
poses. 
In the attempt to achieve rice self-sufficiency, the 
government is aware that the income elasticity of demand for 
rice is still very high (around .?). It is clear, therefore, 
that with economic development and population growth, self-
sufficiency can be achieved only if (i) production increases 
significantly greater than the annual total import and (ii) it 
increases in a faster rate than population growth and economic 
development. In other words, if the degree of self-sufficiency 
at the present time is a supposed 90 percent, we will need 
at least 15 percent annual increase of rice production to be 
self-sufficient (96b, p. 100). 
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Concluding Remarks 
The solution of the rice problem is a top priority pro­
gram of the present Indonesian government. The seriousness of 
the problem makes it a delicate issue in the highest political 
sphere. The price of rice and politics is inseparable. The 
main cause of the rice problem is insufficiency of production 
to meet the fast growing demand. 
This study has been concerned with finding ways to absorb 
the maximum amount of rice from the rural farm sector, without 
endangering rural welfare. Remembering the identity that 
"Output is equal to consumption plus marketing plus stock", 
we could increase marketing (or marketable surplus) by either 
increasing production, decreasing consumption and discouraging 
personal stock, or by carrying all three methods simultaneous­
ly. 
So far the Indonesian government has been concentrating 
on the first method. The well-known Pant.1a Usaha Scheme is 
designed to achieve this goal. The extensification program, 
although less important in terms of real governmental effort, 
will be important also especially in the outer islands such as 
Sumatra, Kalimantan and Sulawesi. 
Due to lagging rice production, the government is now 
eager to apply the second method, i.e., to discourage rice 
consumption. This is being done by encouraging more non-rice 
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consumption such as corn, cassava, sweet potatoes, etc. This 
approach has been prompted particularly by a bright prospect 
of corn production in several different projects in Java and 
Sulawesi. The third method, the discouragement of personal 
stocks, seems to have escaped the government's attention. 
The galloping inflation, price instabilities and uncertainties 
seem to have caused personal stocks to become more significant. 
As long as the government fails to wipe out inflation and to 
reduce price instabilities, the "saving of rice in kind" will 
continue to be significant. 
Parmer's organizations, transportation, financing and 
credit are the three most serious problems concerning market­
ing and distribution of rice. The distribution of factor-
inputs, however, seems to be more important than the marketing 
of the products. 
The government rice and price policy has been frequently 
changed in accordance with changing situations in order to find 
the best ways to provide incentives (price as well as non-
price) for increasing production. The abolishment of paddy 
procurement program in the 1963-64 harvest has been warmly wel­
comed by the fangers. Similarly the government policy on rice 
rationing to the privileged groups will remain subject to 
probable reappraisal. 
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CHAPTER III. THE ECONOMIC MODEL OF MARKETABLE SURPLUS 
Briefly, the objectives of this study are: /firstly, to 
identify the factors which determine the marketable surplus 
of rice; secondly, to evaluate these factors by utilizing 
empirical data; and thirdly, to suggest methods and means 
which can be used to augment this rice surplus. 
In order to tackle the first objective we will first 
formulate a theoretical model of marketable surplus, the sub­
ject of the present chapter. 
In this model we divide the economy in two sectors: 
the surplus sector and the minus sector. The surplus sector 
is defined as the rural-agricultural sector which produces 
rice surplus released for the minus sector. The surplus 
sector consists of rice producers, whose (home-rice) consump­
tion is smaller than their annual production. This means 
that the surplus sector does not comprise the general farmers 
who do not produce rice, nor the rice farmers whose consump­
tion exceeds production. 
The minus sector, on the other hand, consists of five 
groups: (1) the urban population, (2) the non-farmer rural 
population, (3) the "non-rice" farmers, (4) the rice producers 
who do not sell rice because, they consume the entire produc­
tion and (5) the rice producers who sell rice in the harvest 
to meet the daily necessities, but who later in the year buy 
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back rice for their consumption. 
The behavior of the individual consumer in the minus 
sector influences the behavior of the marketable surplus via 
effective demand in the rice market. In the condition of 
highly inelastic supply of the subsistence and semi-subsis-
tence rice producer it may be expected that the behavior of 
the marketable surplus is determined almost entirely by the 
rice producer in the surplus sector. Also the rice producer 
who sells rice in the harvest, but who will finally have a 
net negative marketable surplus because he buys back more 
than he has sold, can in general be regarded usually as a con­
sumer who will not significantly determine the level of mar­
ketable surplus during a specific period of time. 
Owing to the above reasons, and due to the unavailabil­
ities of market data on the general rice demand, this study 
will concentrate on the behavior of the individual rice pro­
ducers in the surplus sector only. It will be seen that this 
will greatly simplify the model, the extension of which can 
be made without much difficulty to generate a "general" mar­
ketable surplus model. 
As we have pointed out, rice is a subsistence crop. The 
rice producer, therefore, is both producer and consumer at the 
same time. The farmer^ is a "demander" of his own rice 
^Prom now on, "farmer" always means the "rice farmer" 
who produces rice surplus, unless it is indicated otherwise. 
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"supply" for the part which he consumes. This implies there­
fore, that there is a "supply and demand interplay" in the 
surplus sector itself. It is easier to visualize this inter­
action if the fact is considered that the subsistence farmer 
also purchases non-produced goods from outside which compete 
for the consumption of rice at home. 
First, it is assumed that the farmer allocates his rice 
production in two parts, namely for his own home consumption 
and for sale. Stock is ignored for the moment, because per­
sonal stock other than for seeds seems to be insignificant in 
that it can be considered as fixed, independent from external 
factors such as price, general economic condition and farm 
income.^ In this assumption it is implied that the farmer 
always has positive marketing. Secondly, it is assumed that 
all other prices remain unchanged (ceteris paribus). Thirdly, 
it is assumed that the farmer is in equilibrium, i.e., the 
first and the second order condition for utility maximization 
is achieved. 
The mathematical model will include the following nota­
tions: 
Q = the quantity of rice produced. 
C s the quantity of rice consumed. 
^It is to be noted, however, that the galloping inflation 
and price instabilities in recent years, may prove contrary 
to this proposition. But this may only be a temporary phenom­
enon. See Chapter II, section 6 and Iso Eeksohadiprodjo (45, 
p. 4). 
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M = the quantity of rice marketed. 
Q/M = the output marketing ratio. 
P = the relative price of rice. 
Y = the total income of the farmer.^ 
V = PM/Y = the ratio of rice revenue to total income. 
eyi = the elasticity of marketable surplus with respect to 
income. 
ejii = the elasticity of marketable surplus with respect to 
price. 
®M = ®My ®Mp - the total elasticity of marketable surplus. 
eQy = the elasticity of output with respect to income. 
eq^ = the elasticity of output with respect to price. 
®Q ~ ®Qy ®Qp ~ the total elasticity of output. 
eg- = the elasticity of home consumption with respect to 
^ income or the income elasticity of demand for rice. 
eg = the elasticity of home consumption with respect to 
price or price elasticity of demand. 
®C ~ ®Cy + ®Cp ~ the total elasticity of home consumption. 
The Model^ 
The basic equation is an identity 
(3.1) M 5 Q _ c 
Differentiate with respect to income (Y) 
^The total income of the farmer includes income from 
crops other than rice, farm labor, non-farm employment, etc., 
and also includes the value of rice consumed at home. 
ZAcknowledgement is due to Raj Krishna for his pioneering 
work on the model (64). 
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DM = DQ _ DC 
CLY DY DY 
expressed in terms of elasticities;^ 
(3-2a) SMy = Q/M • eQ - (Q/M-1) 
Differentiate (1) with respect to price (P) 
= d^ _ ^ 
dP dP dP 
expressed in terms of elasticities; 
(3-21)) . = Q/M • eQ^ - (Q/M-1) eg^ 
adding (2a) and (2b) results in; 
©My + SMp = Q/M • eq + Q/M • eq^ - (Q/M-1) bq^ - (Q/M-1) ecp 
(3.2) Bfi = Q/M (eQy + CQp) - (Q/M-1) (egy + eCp) , 
or it can be written as: 
(3•3) ®M ~ Q/M • BQ - (Q/M-1) eg 
The home consumption function 
Let us write the home consumption function as; 
(3.t) = eCp â| + eôy ïï 
This equation states that a change in the consumption of 
rice is caused by a change in its price (P) and the farmer's 
^The mathematical definition of the elasticity of market-
(i M P 
able surplus is ®M = ^ * g * 
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real income (Y); is the elasticity of substitution effect 
and bq is the elasticity of income effect.^ 
tf 
In order to arrive at the price elasticity of demand 
dC P 
ecp = 5p * c the effect of a change in the price of rice on 
the total income of the farmer must be analyzed. 
If the farmer were a pure commercial producer, a 10 per­
cent increase (decrease) of the price of rice will increase 
(decrease) his income by 10 percent times the proportion k of 
his income derived from rice. In symbol it can be written as: 
(3.5) « = «.îâ = k.â| 
where k = PQ/Y = the proportion of farmer's income derived 
from rice. This quantity is a unity for a pure rice pro­
ducer, i.e., a farmer who derives his income solely from rice 
production. It is a very rare case however, because the 
farmer always has crops other than rice and usually he obtains 
income from other sources, such as farm labor or non-farm 
employment. Therefore k in general will be a quantity smaller 
than one. 
But if the farmer were a pure consumer his (real) income 
would fall. It can be written in symbol as: 
^ ^  . PC ^  ^ 
Y P Y P 
where w = PC/Y = the ratio of his rice expenditure to total 
Iprisch (23) calls them "Cournot-elasticity" (e^^) and 
"Engel elasticity" (E^). 
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Income. 
Since, as a subsistence farmer, he is a producer as well 
as a consumer, the net change in his income would be: 
^ ^  (PS _ 
(3.6) 
= PM 
P * Y 
because M = Q-G, which follows from our assumption that the 
farmer always has positive marketable surplus. If we let v = 
PM/y, then v is defined as the ratio of rice revenue to the 
farmer's income. This revenue is derived from realized sale 
of rice to the market. 
» 
It can be argued that a rise in the price of rice 
affects total farm income derived from rice (PQ), and not 
only upon the realized sale of rice. But it must be remem­
bered that rice which.is not sold means it is consumed. As a 
consumption good rice then becomes more expensive relative to 
other goods which compete with rice in the farmer's budget. 
In this case, the farmer's real income drops instead of rises. 
Therefore, the proportion of farm income derived from rice can 
always be expressed in terms of price times total output (PQ). 
But in order to express the net effect of a change in the 
price of rice it must always be weighted by the marketing-
output ratio (M/Q) (Krishna, 64, p. 81). 
The relation of (3*1), (3*^) and (3.6) constitutes the 
simple economic model of the marketable surplus of rice. 
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From (3•4) and (3.6) is obtained: 
^ = eCp âf H- ejy • T . d| 
= ^  '®Cp + eCy • v) 
Upon multiplying both sides of the equation (3»7) by ^  
it results in the price elasticity of demand: 
(3.8) eCp = eg^ + eCy - v 
which is no more than the well-known Slutsky equation, e^p 
is thus a Slutsky elasticity, which is defined as the propor­
tionate change of rice consumption as a result of a propor­
tionate change of the price of rice and the farmer's real in­
come. All other prices and the farmer's indifference level 
remain unchanged. The latter is another way of saying that 
income (Y) changes by dY in such a way that dU = 0. 
Substituting (3'8) into (3.3) results in an expression 
for the elasticity of the marketable surplus: 
(3*9) ©M ~ * ®Q " (Q/M - 1) (eCy + eQp + e^y * v) 
But the Slutsky elasticity is formulated with the assump­
tion that the consumer maximizes his utility function, and 
that such function is assumed to exist. Therefore, without 
knowing this utility function its three components ec , eg 
Jr J 
and V cannot be quantified empirically, eg and eA are not p y 
the price and income elasticity of demand as is implicitly 
suggested by Krishna (64). Only if the farmer's utility 
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function is known, are we in a position to estimate all these 
parameters. 
The estimable function of the marketable surplus is there­
fore the equation (3.2) above, which is reproduced here; 
ej/j = Q/M (eQy + eq^) - (Q/M - 1) (e^y + e^^) 
The sign of ej^ may be investigated by hypothesizing the 
signs and magnitudes of each of the parameters in the right 
hand side of the equation. 
The ratio Q/M will certainly always be positive. It 
ranges from 1 in the case of the purely commercial farmers, 
which is improbable because rice is a subsistence crop, and a 
value of say, 20, when the farmer sells 5 percent of his total 
rice output. To be accurate mathematically the output-
marketing ratio should be defined as 1 « Q/M ^  . With this 
we can be assured that the quantity (Q/M - 1) also will never 
be negative. 
Mow, what are the plausible values of eq^, eq^., and 
ec ? The income elasticity of demand (ec ) is always positive 
u tj 
but usually a fraction, while eg^ will always be negative. The 
negativity of ecp follows from the definition of downward 
sloping demand curve, which in fact has been proved mathe­
matically as well as empirically in many economies. The ques­
tion now is which of the two quantities has larger absolute 
value. It will be shown later in Chapter V that the income 
elasticity of demand is always larger in absolute value than 
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the price elasticity of demand. It is clear therefore that 
the second part of equation (3.2) is always a negative quan­
tity. 
What sign can now be taken by the elasticity of output 
Sq? The model has shown that this quantity is the sum of the 
income elasticity and the price elasticity of production of 
rice. This is where the controversial "price response" prob­
lem of the "traditional", "backward", "irrational" or "sub­
sistence" primary producer arises. Some authors such as 
Krishna (62, 63» 64), Falcon (I7, 18), Beringer (9) and Khan 
(56) maintain that the "price" response is positive even in 
subsistence agriculture such as in India and Pakistan. They 
have put their hypothesis into empirical tests and have found 
strong supports to their claim. 
Suppose that this empirical result is accepted without 
qualification, and assume that it will be so in Indonesia. 
The sign of the income elasticity of production as one compo­
nent of eQ must still be considered. This component has been 
completely neglected by Krishna (64), while Falcon (18) has 
implicitly disregarded this by stating that 
...on the basis of the positive production response 
to price previously cited and on the very limited 
observation presented above, it could be argued 
that the marketing response is positively asso­
ciated with price for most commodities. (18. D. 
32^1 
On the other hand Khatkhate (57, 58) argues strongly that 
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prices do not have any effect on agricultural production. 
However, it does affect marketed surplus but negatively (58, 
p. 189). 
Apart from the arguments on the soundness of Khatkhate's 
proposition, he, in a sense, is right. He visualizes though 
without suggesting what it is, that "there is something else 
than" merely proving the "farmers in the Punjab were at least 
as sensitive to price incentives as their counterparts in the 
U.S.A." (62, p. 25)• There is a danger of concluding that 
marketed supply will also have positive correlation with price 
if price response is positive, a position which is taken 
exactly by Falcon above. 
Returning to the thesis, it is quite likely that the 
answer to the controversy on marketed supply behavior lies in 
finding "factors other than price" which Influence production. 
It is proposed therefore, in this model to consider the rela­
tionship between the farmer's income and his production. 
Some empirical studies have shown that price response is posi­
tive for farmers in a subsistence economy (I7, 18, 62, 63). 
But other studies assert that there is a negative price re­
sponse of marketed surplus'(57» 58). In the framework of our 
model, this means that the income elasticity of production 
must be negative. If it were positive, it should not be so 
large such that the whole positive "output component" will 
not exceed the negative "consumption component". 
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In light of this "curiousness" to find the income«produc­
tion relationship in this model, a recent article by Dubey 
(14) provides, in a sense, a rather discouraging sign. He 
suggests that an increase of farm income resulting from higher 
productivity must increase marketed agricultural surplus, and 
thus rejected entirely a hypothesis that there exists a "nega­
tive elasticity of the peasant demand curve for income in 
terms of effort" (l4, p. 69O). He supports his position fur­
ther by referring to a study in Hyderabad State (India) in 
1953-5^» which shows a "strong correlation between the size 
of farm income and the ratio of marketed surplus to total 
output" (14, p. 701). 
But a special study to investigate the relationship be­
tween income (whether it is current or lagged) and production, 
to the author's knowledge, has never been done. Therefore, 
there is no doubt of the real need for this study. It is also 
to be noted that even a definition of "farm income" is still 
far from being agreed upon by different authors. 
In summary, ceteris paribus, the elasticity of the mar­
ketable surplus of rice is an increasing function of ecp and 
a decreasing function of egy. The relationship between 
and Bq is not certain. In fact, the uncertainty of the sign 
of eq upsets any possible induction of the sign of ejj, by 
merely knowing the value of the rest of the parameters. If 
it is negative, it will always result in negative e^, while 
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a positive eq does not necessarily suggest the opposite. 
In the next two chapters will be formulated models to 
estimate the above parameters and to present computational 
results. 
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CHAPTER IV. EMPIBIGAL APPLICATION NO. 1; 
ELASTICITY OP OUTPUT. 
Price Elasticity of Output 
The data and their limitations 
Rice cultivation in Indonesia is divided into two crops: 
the wet rice production (west monsoon crop) and the dry rice 
production (east monsoon crop). This distinction is official­
ly used in all governmental publications. The wet rice pro­
duction covers the period between January 1 to August 31, 
while the dry crops are produced from September 1 to December 
31. The wet rice crop is much more important than the dry 
crop, and consists of almost 82 percent of the total annual 
rice production in Java and Madura, although there is a trend 
of increasing importance of the dry rice crop, probably caused 
by continuing pressure on land.^ 
All of the data on rice production analyzed in this 
study have been obtained from the Central Bureau of Statis­
tics in Djakarta, except the rainfall data which were obtained 
from the Department of Communication. The Central Bureau of 
Statistics receives this information from two principal 
sources: the Land Tax Office (LTO) and the Agricultural Ex-
^The original reporting period is quarterly, January-
April, May-August and September-December. Wet season crop is 
the first two quarters of the year. 
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tension Service. 
Besides the Land Tax Office, which reports the monthly 
crop cutting average yields and prices received by farmers, 
the Monthly Village Census (MVG) provides monthly data on the 
harvested, abandoned, planted and end-of-month standing area. 
Both organizations were established in the early 30*8 and are 
in operation at the present time, except during the War years, 
1941-1949. 
Because of some of the biases resulting from the present 
method of reporting. Dr. C. F. Sarle, a United Nations statis­
tician, employed by the Central Bureau of Statistics, has 
attempted to revise and improve them. The following is his 
report on the method of estimating production (99, no. 3, p. 
34). 
The CBS method of estimating wetland paddy produc­
tion (P) for the wet monsoon (January-August) and 
dry monsoon (September-December) crops is to multi­
ply the MVC harvested plus abandoned area (H + A) 
by the LTO average yield per hectare including the 
number of sample fields not harvested (Yq). 
In view of the method of harvesting even scattered 
heads of grain in fields reported as abandoned by 
the MVC, this method of estimating production seems 
reasonably satisfactory only when the MVC ratio of 
abandoned area is practically identical with the 
LTO ratio of the number of sample fields not har­
vested (Z) to the number harvested (P) that is, 
when = A/H is about equal to R2 = Z/P. 
Since about i960, is much larger than £3. This 
disparity between the two ratios of abandonment 
suggests that: (1) the LTO number of sample fields 
not harvested is being under reported, because of 
inadequate supervision. (2) The MVC abandoned area 
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is over stated« bedause of the unpopular government 
paddy collection program at prices considered un­
favorable by producers. 
In order to improve production estimate the follow­
ing procedure is proposed: (1) the MVC and LTO 
ratios are averaged for a crop reporting period, 
%2 = El + Eg* (2) This average ratio is used to 
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convert the LTO average yield excluding the number 
of not harvested sample field (Y), to average yield 
including an adjusted number of not harvested 
fields (Yq) as follows: 
Yq; = ^  , where W = 1.00 + E^g 
This procedure increases the number of LTO not har­
vested to a level indicated by Ex2» the estimated 
abandonment ratio. Obviously Y is more reliable 
than Yq, especially in view of the apparent under 
reporting of the number of not harvested sample 
fields. 
It is fortunate that the completed revised production 
and yield estimates can be utilized in this study. But un­
fortunately similar revision has not been done for paddy 
prices received by farmers. As stated earlier, the price 
series has been tabulated along with yield series since 1950 
but none of them have been summarized. It is therefore impos­
sible to obtain representative series of prices for Java and 
Madura. Instead the price indices of rice in rural areas as 
constructed separately by the Central Bureau of Statistics 
(42, 1962, p. 234) are used. Therefore, not too much confi­
dence is attached to the results. For the regency level the 
author's own computation is used to cummarize a price series 
for several rice areas. The price of Bulu variety no. 1 was 
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chosen out of four varitles recorded. The reason Is that the 
Central Bureau of Statistics itself has been using this vari­
ety in a number of published reports and tabulations. The 
author*s.personal observation suggests however, that the 
T.lere variety seems to be more widely planted and marketed 
in Java and Madura. 
The price of rice is deflated by the index of prices paid 
by the farmers, consists of salt, coconut oil, dry salt fish 
and three low quality textiles.^ This deflation is a must, 
because of serious inflation. 
Also the data on representative rainfall for Java Madura 
have not been tabulated since the war. For the purpose of 
the present study seven regencies (kabupatens) were selected 
to derive the "representative rainfall", There are two in 
West Java, three in Central Java, and two in East Java. All 
of them but one can be considered as rice regions. 
Another drawback which must be mentioned is the short­
ness of the observation. At most it includes only 12 years, 
inadequate to produce statistically significant coefficients, 
especially if three or more independent variables are used. 
All of the variables are converted into logarithms, so 
iMr. Sarbini Sumawinata, the Director of the Central 
Bureau of Statistics, Djakarta, Indonesia, considers this 
deflator as "satisfactory" as an index of "rural cost of 
living". Personal communication. 1964. 
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that the regression coefficients obtained are also elasticity 
figures. 
The output function 
Rice production is computed by multiplying acreage (A) 
and yield (Y). The price elasticity of output, therefore, 
is equal to the price elasticity of acreage plus the price 
elasticity of yield. 
Let, 
(4.1) Q = A • Y 
where Q is the total output per unit area 
A is the area planted 
Y is the yield per unit area. 
Differentiate (4.1) with respect to price: 
e«p = «Ap + eïp 
The elasticity of output eQp can therefore be estimated 
directly through the output function or indirectly through 
acreage and yield function. Theoretically these two proce­
dures should come out with the same answers. However, in 
practice they may differ. Besides the computational errors 
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there are other reasons which may result in differences, the 
most important reason of which is the crop failure. The crop 
failure which is included in the so-called "abandoned area" 
makes the "intended" production differ from the "realized" 
production. The following section discusses the consideration 
of using either intended or realized production in the esti­
mating equation. 
In order to check the extent of the differences between 
the two results, regression coefficients are also computed 
for the realized output with similar independent variables. 
The output estimating functions are expressed as follows: 
(4.2) log = bl + ^ 2 Pt-1 ^3 log ^t ^4 log t + 7% 
for the wet monsoon output and 
(4.3) log Qdt = t>i + b2 log Pt-i + b^ log + bi^ log t + vt 
for the dry monsoon output. Is the "realized" output of 
the harvested plus abandoned area; P^-i is the lagged price 
of rice; is weather as measured by rainfall, and t is trend 
variable; vt is the unobservable disturbance term. 
The acreage function; production vs. acreage variable 
, Ideally the dependent variable of the supply response 
function should be the "intended" production. However, this 
variable cannot be observed. Instead it is the "realized" 
production which is reported by the statistical agents through­
out the country. Preliminary observations indicate however. 
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that there is a large discrepancy between the two as indicated 
by the large abandoned area. In other words the farmer can­
not control the realization of "planned" or "intended" pro­
duction. 
For this reason it is customary in supply response 
studies to approximate planned output by acreage (planted or 
harvested) (84, p. 66). This common procedure has been 
adopted in this study. Since the Indonesian farmer's inabil­
ity to control his realized crop is even more evident than in 
more advanced agriculture,^ this approximation is far from 
ideal. As shown above, output is a function of acreage and 
yield. Therefore, if planned or intended output is approxi­
mated by realized acreage, this ignores the fact that yield 
may, independent of acreage, influence total output, a fact 
which is widely agreed by experts in the densely populated 
2 
Java. This procedure is justified on the ground that this 
^Sarle in his report (99) has found extremely high co­
efficient of variation of acreage (H+A) due to large abandon­
ment. For the years I951-I962 this coefficient is as high as 
25 percent for January-April reporting period, 8 percent for 
May-August period, 14 percent for July-December, and 20 per­
cent for September-December period. Coefficient of variation 
is measured as a ratio of the standard deviation and its mean 
(v = s/x) expressed in percent. 
^Marc Nerlove (84, p. 62) proposes a hypothetical rela­
tionship between "intended unobservable output" and the "ob­
served realized output", in terms of elasticity or coefficient 
of adjustment. 
Xt - Xt-1 = T'lXt - %t-l) 0</6 1 
(footnote continued on next page) 
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approximation provides a minimum estimate for the elasticity 
of planned output as long as "it is reasonable to assume that 
inputs other than land are varied at least in proportion to 
acreage and returns to scale are not diminishing" (62, p. 11). 
This condition seems to be fulfilled in Java, at least at the 
present, where output can always be increased by increased 
yields resulting from applying additional labor; "it seems 
almost always possible somehow to squeeze just a little more 
out of even mediocre sawah by working it just a little bit 
harder" (24, p. 35)« ^ recent labor force survey in Java-
Madura (16) reveals that underemployment in the rural sector 
has been estimated to amount to 33*5 percent of the total 
(footnote continued from previous page) 
where X-t = actual output at period t 
Xt-i = actual output at period t-1 
Xt = the long run equilibrium output at period t 
y = the coefficient or elasticity of adjustment accord­
ing to whether output is expressed in absolute or 
in logarithmic terms. It is a constant and depends 
on the elasticity of supply to the firm of differ­
ent inputs over different periods in time. 
This equation states that in each period actual output is 
adjusted in proportion to the difference between the output 
desired in the long run equilibrium and actual output. It is 
a first order difference equation in actual output Xf If 
output is expressed at time t as a deviation from output at 
time 0, the arbitrary constant of the solution to the equation 
is equal to zero and the solution becomes 
Xt = JZ / (1- XÏ 
A.=o /L 
that is, current output depends on the levels of long run 
equilibrium output desired in the past. 
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potential labor force. 
The following acreage response model is presented to 
estimate the elasticity of paddy production in Java-Madura 
and in five regencies in Java-Madura. 
The wet monsoon acreage response function is expressed as 
follows: 
(4.4) Awt = + bg Pt-i + b] Wt + ^dt + t + v^ 
where = total wet monsoon rice acreage (H+A) at period t 
(January-August). 
Pt-i = relative price of rice at period t-1. 
Wt = weather at year t, measured by rainfall (November-
June) . 
A^t ~ standing acreage end-December of the previous year, 
t = time. 
vt = disturbance term. 
The dry monsoon acreage function is written as: 
(4.5) = bi + ^ 2 Pt-1 + b] Wt - bi;. Qwt-1 + t + Vt 
where A^^t = total rice acreage (H+A) at period t (September-
December) . 
Pt-i = relative price of rice at period t-1. 
= weather at period t, as measured by rainfall 
(July-October). 
Q^t-1 ~ rice production in the previous wet season, 
t = time. 
vt = disturbance term. 
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The separation of wet monsoon acreage and dry monsoon 
acreage is possible only for Java-Madura as a whole. For the 
regency level annual data are used. 
Naturally, due to seasonal price fluctuation, the harvest 
price of the wet season crop is lower than the harvest price 
of the dry season crop, because the quantity of rice produc­
tion is much larger in the wet season harvest. Therefore, 
different prices for the two seasons must be used. Unfortun­
ately for Java-Madura as a whole the CBS has not published 
monthly representative prices received by farmers. The author 
was therefore compelled to use annual price indices for both 
models. For the regency level three months price indices for 
wet monsoon harvest (April-June) are used. 
The yield function 
The estimating function for rice yield contains basically 
similar variables as in the acreage function. However, in 
this function is included the planted acreage of the month 
preceding the respective seasons. The planted acreage at the 
end of December is postulated to have negative correlation 
with the January-April yields. This may be due to two reasons 
(99, no. 3» P» 9): (1) If the rain comes late this means less 
acreage can be planted in the November-December period. There­
fore, in January-April period of the next year the farmer will 
have to allocate the limited supply of water to the more pro­
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ductive lands. (2) If in September-December period there were 
greater sunshine and less rain this increases the supply of 
soil nutrients for the crop planted in January-April period 
to be harvested in May-August period. 
For the dry monsoon crop this hypothesis does not hold 
valid parallelly. A positive correlation is suggested here, 
because in this monsoon, only the best and the irrigatable 
fields are allocated to rice. The non-irrigatable lands are 
planted with polowid.jo such as corn, peanut, soybeans, pepper, 
etc. 
In view of the limited land in Java-Madura and the vigor­
ous government intensification program, the yield response 
should be more paramount than the acreage response. 
The estimating function for the wet monsoon yield is 
therefore postulated in the following equation: 
(4.6) log ïwt = bi + ^ 2 log Pt-1 + ^ 3 log ^t - H log -^Dec.t 
+ b^ log t + vt 
where as before P^-i is the relative price of rice; is the 
amount of rainfall; is the standing acreage at the end 
of December of the previous year; t is the time trend. 
For the dry monsoon crop the estimating function is ex­
pressed as follows: 
(4.7) log + ^ 2 log Pt-1 + ^ 3 log + b^ log A^^,^ 
+ b^ log t + Vt 
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where A^g.-t Is the standing acreage at the month of August, 
the last month of the wet season crop. 
A different weather variable is also used for both 
seasons. It is measured by the total rainfall. The wet 
season rainfall is from November to June, while the dry season 
rainfall is from July through October. The amount of rainfall 
and recorded sunshine influences paddy yield more than they 
do upon acreage. However, the long drought as experienced in 
September I96I caused abandonment but not lower yields or it 
drastically reduces both planting and yields as the I963 dry 
monsoon crop indicates (99» no. 3, p. 8). The series of re­
corded sunshine is not obtainable. 
Another common variable for the two models is time trend. 
This is supposed to account for upward trend of acreage which 
is independent of price fluctuations, the most notable source 
of which is population growth. 
The estimates 
The elasticities of all the estimating equations and 
2 their multiple H are presented in Table 10. The figures in 
parentheses are their standard errors. 
The results indicate that the postulated variables do 
account for most of the variation of the dependent variables. 
However, 6 out of 11 price elasticities are non-significant. 
Only equations 3» and 5 result in significant price elasticities 
Table 10. Rice supply response function. 1951-1962* 
Independent 
Region variable Period Constant Pt-1 "t Qwt-1 t R^ 
1 Java-Madura acreage 
(wet ) 
1951-62 3.686*** 
(.202) ( 
.048 
.065) 
-.129* 
(.065) 
.052*** 
(.015) 
—  —  .017* 
(.009) 
.732 
2 Java-Madura acreage 
(dry) 
1951-62 .425 
(.615) ( 
.080 
.061) 
.001 
( .007) 
1.049**^ 
(.037) ( 
.197 
.170) 
.010 
(.017) 
.999 
3 Java-Madura yield 
(wet) 
1951-62 1.062** 
(.309) ( 
.203* 
.099) 
-.013 
( .099) 
-.040 
(.023) 
— — .060*** 
(.013) 
.894 
4 Java-Madura yield 
(dry) 
1951-62 .896*** 
(.171) ( 
.059* 
.029) 
-.021** 
(.007) 
.294** 
(.122) 
—  —  .021** 
(.007) 
.805 
5 Java-Madura output 
(wet) 
1951-62 3.711*** 
(.314) ( 
.326* 
.155) 
— « 168 
(.120) 
—  —  —  —  .082*** 
(.014) 
.878 
6 Java-Madura output 
(dry) 
1951-62 9.587 -
(5.557) ( 
.253 
.516) 
.003 
(.065) 
-1.162 
(1.496) 
— —  .407*** 
(.104) 
.883 
^•Source : ( 43b, 43c, 99 ) • 
stands for end-December acreage; stands for end-August acreage. 
^Significant at 10 percent level. 
**Signifleant at 5 percent level. 
**#Signifleant at 1 percent level. 
Table 10. (continued) 
Region 
Independent 
variable Period Constant Pt-1 Wt 
Mt or 
^At Qwt-1 t 
7 Krawang acreage 1951-62 2.173**^.030 -
(.253) (.066) ( 
.052 
.059) 
—  —  
( 
.129*** 
.021) 
.851 
8 Tjiandjur acreage 1951-62 2.735**-^. 024 
(.515) (.145) ( 
.011 
.093) 
— —  
( 
.174*** 
.040) 
.765 
9 Tjilatjap acreage 1951-62 2.566***-. 126* 
(.160) (.068) ( 
.183*** 
.054) 
— -
( 
.156*** 
.028) 
.810 
10 Wonosobo acreage 1952-62 .474 .565** 
(.754) (.187) ( 
.141 
.157) 
— —  
( 
.015 
.041) 
.577 
11 Djember acreage 1951-62 2.903***-. 032 
(.084) (.019) ( 
.024 
.019) 
— — 
( 
.038*** 
.007) 
.798 
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at the 10 percent level. Pour of the equations: 6, 8, 9 and. 
11 result in negative price elasticities, but only one of 
these is significant at the 10 percent level. 
It is very interesting to note that the price elasticity 
is high and significant in the regency of Wonosobo. This is 
the location of the recent successful corn project supported 
by United States AID, where corn productivity has been in­
creased by over 400 percent by applying heavy chemical ferti­
lizer and careful cultivation. In a special visit to this 
regency it was found that in this area rice is considered 
secondary staple food, while corn is generally preferred. 
Pour of the six first equations result in negative co­
efficients for rainfall. This is due to the fact that in 
these equations the total number of rainfall for the entire 
period is used, while indeed only the rainfall in the first 
two or three months is related positively to the variation 
of the dependent variable. The rice needs water only in the 
growing period in the first two or three months. The nega­
tive result also reveals that much rain in the January-
February period in Java-Madura has done damage to the output, 
acreage and yield, because it resulted in serious flood, 
especially in Central and East Java. In the last five equa­
tions it is only the amount of rainfall of November, December, 
and January which are used as independent variables. Only 
the coefficient of equation 9 is significant at the 1 percent 
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level. All the others are non-significant even at the 10 
percent level. 
Conclusion 
The estimated elasticities of acreage with respect to 
price is lower than their corresponding elasticities for out­
put. This agrees with our hypothesis, that indeed the elas­
ticities of acreage will give the minimum estimates of the 
elasticities of output. Theoretically, the sum of the elas­
ticities of acreage and the elasticities of yield would make 
up the elasticities of output. 
On the basis of the above results the author concludes 
that the elasticity of acreage with respect to price in Java-
Madura is in the range of 0.1 - 0.5. In Table 11 these re­
sults are compared with other estimates for India, Pakistan 
and the United States. 
Income Elasticity of Output 
The data 
The elasticity of output can be estimated by either cross 
sectional or time series data. But as in the case of price 
elasticity of output, we have been unable to obtain time 
series data. Therefore, an attempt has been made to use cross 
sectional data for this purpose. 
For this purpose the Consumers Finance Study (128, 129) 
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Table 11. Price elasticities of acreage^ 
Price elasticity Period 
India (Punjab) 
Rice .31 1914-1945 
Wheat (irrigated) .08 1914-1943 
Maize .23 1914-1943 
East Pakistan , 
Rice (Aus and ^an) .05 1948-1963 
Rice (Aus only) .12 1948-1963 
Wheat (irrigated) .20 — 
United States 
Wheat .48 1909-1932 
Corn .10 1909-1932 
Java-Madura 
Rice .30 1951-1962 
^•Source: For India and the United States, Baj Krishna 
(63, p. ^ 85); for East Pakistan, Syed Mushtaq Hussain (38, 
p. 102). 
^Aus rice is harvested in the fall while Aman rice is 
harvested in the winter. 
has been utilized. This fortunately includes records on 
annual rice production and incomes of individual families. 
A definition of the term "farm income" is necessary before 
examining the data, because without real understanding of 
this term it would be very difficult to put the problem of 
this section on the right proportion. 
As a rule income can be defined as all kinds of revenue 
received by an individual during a certain period of time, say 
one year. It may be in the form of wages and salaries, inter­
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est, rent, profit, etc. However, the component of a farmer's 
income is rather different from the above definition. A 
•farmer* might earn his income as farm labor, off-farm labor, 
small scale trading, etc., besides his ordinary income from 
a small plot of land he owns.' In some regions, monoculture 
cultivation may be predominant and in others a variety of 
crops may be grown. Double or even triple cropping practices 
may not be too unusual in some places. 
In this kind of situation, coupled by the fact that the 
farmer almost never maintains a record of his annual income 
makes it exceedingly difficult to obtain a fairly good esti­
mate of his income within a certain period of time. 
In order to estimate the relationship between production 
and income for this study, ll6 rice producers were selected 
from the above study (129). This data provided information 
such as rice production, consumption, and marketing of the 
farm family for the years 1958-59» index of Consumers Unit, 
the output marketing ratio (Q/M) and the relative importance 
of rice revenue to the total agricultural income. The income 
variable (Y) includes the value of his rice production. The 
116 farmers selected are rice producers as defined in the 
previous chapter. See Table 12. 
The standard deviation of annual income, rice production 
and rice marketing is larger than the mean. This indicates a 
very big spread of our data, which can be attributed to the 
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Table 12. Several variables of 116 rice producers in Daerah 
Istimewa Jogjakarta, 1959^ 
Mean 
Standard 
deviation 
1. Rice marketing (kg) 263.08 241.62 
2. Annual income (Rupiahs) 8,596.41 12,881.73 
3. Rice production (kg) 562.60 569.59 
4. Rice marketing (kg) 299.52 398.06 
5. Index of Consumers Unit" 40.22 17.47 
6. Output marketing ratio 4.00 — —  
7. The ratio of rice revenue to 
total income (percent) 17.34 
^Source: Wirjosudarmo (128). 
^The age is divided into four groups: 0-5» 6-10; 11-20; 
over 20. In the first two groups the male and the female are 
assigned similar values, 4 and 6 respectively. In the third 
group the male is assigned a value of 8 and the female ?• In 
the fourth group the male is given a value of 12 and the 
female 10. See also Woodbury (I30). 
non-homogeneity of the data. 
The model 
The objective of this model is to determine the effect 
of the variation of farm income on rice production. The-rice 
production is used here as a dependent variable, while income 
is used as an independent variable. It should be noted that 
the reverse functional relationship can also be postulated. 
The model is written as follows: 
(4.1) log Qi = b2 + bi log + b^ log 
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where = the annual rice production of the ith family. 
Yj^ = the annual income of the ith family. 
= the indez of Consumers* Unit of the ith family. 
In this analysis the value of output from the total in­
come is not separated. In other words Q is a portion of Y. 
It may be more reasonable to postulate that it is income de­
rived from other sources than his rice production which in­
fluences the variation in total production. For example the 
farmer who receives more cash income from off-farm employment 
may be in a better position to buy fertilizer or superior 
seed than the farmer who has no such additional income. If 
this is so, the model then may be written as follows: 
(4.8) log 0^ = b^ + b2 log YQJ^ + b^ log 
where = the annual rice production as before, 
Ygi = the annual non-rice income, or income other 
than rice. 
Pj^ = the index of Consumers Unit. 
The function can also be formulated so that both income 
from rice and from non-rice are used as independent variables, 
which may not contain multi-collinearity. 
The estimates 
The model postulated above results in the following esti­
mate: 
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log Qi = 1.493 + .623 log Y. + .010"log F, 
(.114) (.205) 
= .239 
p 
The very low multiple R indicates that only 24 percent 
of the variation rice production is explained by the variation 
of income and consumers' unit. Therefore, not too much reli­
ance can be placed on the coefficients. They may change when 
other variables are included in the estimating equations. 
The income elasticity of production, however, is significant 
at the 1 percent level, and therefore, it as well may indicate 
that output is associated positively with income. Every 10 
percent increase of the farmer's income is associated with a 
6 percent increase in the level of his rice production. 
Summary 
The conclusion of this chapter is that both price and 
income elasticity of output of rice is positive as shown by 
our case study above. However, the nature of the data war­
rants slight reliance on its numerical results. The data to 
derive both estimates contain serious limitations and inaccu­
racies. Moreover, the estimate of price elasticity of acre­
age and output is for Java-Madura as a whole, while its income 
elasticity is only from a small region, i.e., Daerah Istimewa 
Jogjakarta, in Central Java. Therefore, any attempt to inte­
grate the two separate estimates should be considered only as 
a preliminary estimate, which will be improved by other 
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studies. The emphasis is put here on the conceptualizing of 
the nature of the problem. 
However, if hypothetical "guesses" are needed on the 
total elasticity of rice production, on the bases of these 
preliminary and "experimental" studies, the figure most prob 
ably should be not more than .4. This "guess" will be used 
as a very rough approximation to estimate the elasticity of 
the marketable surplus of rice in Chapter VI. 
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CHAPTER V. EMPIRICAL APPLICATION NO. 2; 
ELASTICITY OF DEMAND 
The Data 
It is very fortunate that the data collected by the first 
National Sample Survey (NSS) 1963-6^, conducted by the Central 
Bureau of Statistics is available. Due to time constraints 
only two sub-samples have been taken from this survey. The 
first sub-sample consists of 420 farmers in the Daerah 
Istimewa Jogjakarta (Central Java), and the other is of the 
regency of Krawang (West Java) and consists of 140 farmers. 
The first sub-sample is further divided into three strata 
constructed on the basis of population density. Table I3 is 
the summary of the samples. 
Table I3. Average expenditure and family size of farmers in 
Daerah Istimewa Jogjakarta and Krawang, 1963-64-^ 
Number of 
observations 
Average weekly 
expenditure 
(rupiahs) 
Average 
family size 
Jogjakarta 
5361.00 stratum 17 129 4.4 
stratum 18 164 4120.00 4.4 
stratum 19 127 4051.00 5.0 
Krawang 140 7139.00 4.4 
Total 560 
^-Source: (43a). 
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The Model and Results 
The goal here is to compute income and price elasticity 
of demand for rice. The latter can be obtained only by 
adopting certain assumptions which shall be dealt with later. 
Income elasticity of demand 
Because the total income for the individual family is not 
available, it is necessary to compute the expenditure elas­
ticity of demand. This means assuming zero saving of the 
farmer, i.e., his total expenditure approximated closely to 
his total income. This procedure is commonly followed in many 
other works dealing with national sample survey data, and the 
assumptions seem to be not unrealistic. 
The expenditure function is written as follows: 
(5.1) log Exi = hi + ^ 2 log Ei + b^ log 
where E^i = the expenditure on cereal or other specific 
commodity group of the ith family. 
Ej^ = total expenditure of the ith family. 
Pi = number of people of the ith family.^ 
bi, b2, b^ = the constants and regressions computed. 
The regressions are run on logarithm, so that constant 
income (expenditure) elasticity is obtained directly (b^). 
^This variable could be better expressed in adult units, 
by giving account on sex and ages. But this information is 
not available. 
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The expenditure elasticity of cereal is used as the estimate 
of the expenditure elasticity of rice. Cereal consists of 
rice and corn. In the summary table of the NSS data, rice 
and corn are not separated. The difference between the two 
1 is not big. 
The results of these computations are presented in Table 
14, along with the expenditure elasticities of cereal substi­
tutes (cassava, sweet and white potatoes, sago, etc.), all 
food expenditure, housing, miscellaneous, clothing, durable 
and semi-durable goods, and social expenditures. 
All but two of the elasticities presented in Table 14 
are significant at the 1 percent level. The expenditure 
elasticity is lowest in Krawang, because Krawang is a rice 
surplus region and therefore its consumption is better satis­
fied than in Jogjakarta, known as a deficit region. Moreover, 
the average expenditure (expended income) is relatively higher 
in Krawang than in any other region of Jogjakarta. 
The negative sign for the elasticity of cereal substi­
tutes in stratum 18 may be explained by the fact that cassava 
and sweet potatoes are considered inferior food, while the 
very elastic demand of cereal in stratum 19 merely explains 
Ipor example for the regency of Krawang alone, we happen 
to obtain separate figures for rice expenditure. The results 
are .445 (.050) for rice expenditure; .488 (.050) for rice 
quantity elasticity, and .469 (.049) for cereal expenditure 
elasticity. 
Table 14. Expenditure elasticities of demand, Jogjakarta and Krawang, 1963-64^ 
Average 
weekly-
expendi­
ture Cereal 
Dur­
able Social 
Food Housing Miscel. Clothing goods expend (fîupiahs)Cereal subst 
Jogjakarta 
Stratum 1? 
Stratum 18 
Stratum 19 
Krawang 
5,361 .500*** .924*** .631***1.329*** .918***1.329***1.729*** ,853*** 
(.052) (.282) (.038) (.076) (.162) (.202) (.255) (.141) 
4,120 .667***-,631** .615*** .989***!.395***1.544***2.373***1.336*** 
(.122) (.319) (.037) (.073) (.159) (.167) 9.244) (.229) 
4,053 2.387*** .286 .691***1.218*** .972***1.637***1.430***1.256*** 
(.307) (.186) (.042) (.096) (.250) (.184) (.246) (.I7I) 
7,139 .469***1.029*** .706*** .912***1.370***1.322***3.310***1.606*** 
(.049) (.345) (.035) (.066) (.114) (.140) (.332) (.162) 
^Source: (43a). 
**Significant at 5 percent level. 
***Significant at 1 percent level. 
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plainly that cassava is the major carbohydrate eaten in this 
area. This stratum contains most of the regency of Gunung 
Kidul, the poorest regency in Daerah Istimewa Jogjakarta, 
where rice is considered a luxury. 
The fact that the expenditure elasticity of demand for 
cereal and for all food differs very little, indicates that 
the farmer's food diet is still relatively poor in terms of 
nutritional content, where carbohydrate constitutes the major 
component in the diet.^ 
Price elasticity of demand^ 
Our next task is,to estimate price elasticity of demand. 
Theoretically, the price elasticity of demand cannot be esti­
mated from cross section budget data, because the price of 
rice is almost fixed and does not vary from one individual to 
another, especially if the samples come from a geographically 
small area. It is usually computed from time series data of 
per capita (or per family) consumption on prices and per 
capita (or per family) income. 
These kind of series are not yet available in Indonesia 
and perhaps will not be available as a long enough series 
even in the next 10 years. The only data which are available 
^See Chapter II. 
^Ideas presented in this section were worked out by 
Ragnar Frisch (22, 23) and C. E. V. Leser (66). 
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are cross sectional data from the National Sample Survey 
1963-64, the first ever done in Indonesia since its inde­
pendence. The data can be considered good and accurate 
enough to estimate expenditure elasticities. 
The possibility of utilizing expenditure elasticities 
estimates (Engel elasticities) to compute price elasticities 
of demand should be explored. 
Our economic theory tells us that there is a definite 
relationship between the income elasticities and price elas­
ticities of commodities consumed by individuals. This follows 
from the assumption that demand function is homogenous of 
degree zero: i.e., a simultaneous doubling of all prices and 
income leaves all quantities demanded invariant (97» p. 105). 
This implies in fact that the sum of the elasticities of a 
good with respect to each and every price is equal in abso­
lute value, but opposite in sign to the income elasticity of 
demand of that good (97» pp. IO5-IO6). In symbol it can be 
written: 
(5.2) Sipi + ®ip2 + ®lpn = - ®ly = 1' • • •"' 
Prisch (22, 23) proposes to compute all direct and cross 
demand elasticities by using Engel elasticities, because it 
is generally easier to compute them than price elasticities 
especially if this involves large scale computation. Other 
variables needed in this computation are budget proportions 
for each commodity and the flexibility of the marginal utility 
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of money. 
An important assumption in this fundamental relationship 
is that commodities are grouped such that they are structural­
ly want-independent of each other, i.e., the marginal utility 
of one good (or group of goods) is independent of the quan­
tity consumed of all the other goods. "That is to say, one 
of these goods has neither an alternative nor a complementary 
good when considered in the want constitution itself." (23, 
p. 8). 
The relationship is written as follows: 
ecp = - ec„ (» - 1:^) 
m 
where e^^ is the (direct) price elasticity, ecy is the income 
(Engel) elasticity, w is the budget proportion of the good in 
question, and m is the money flexibility, which is defined as: 
(5*4) m = • J (all prices p^, ...p% constant) 
where m is the marginal utility of money, utility of a good 
divided by its price (at the point of consumer's equilibrium), 
and y is income. 
V 
The m is supposed to be computed independently and need 
be done only once because it is a common magnitude for all 
expenditure categories in the budget, but it will of course, 
depend on the type of the consumer group and income (23, p. 
9). But since there is no way of estimating it from data 
y 
available in Indonesia, the Prisch estimate of m for all five 
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types of consumers (22, p. 189)^ has been "borrowed". 
By using the formula (5»3) above price elasticities of 
demand presented in Table 15 are computed for cereal and food 
for the rice producers in Daerah Istimewa Jogjakarta and the 
regency of Krawang. 
Upon examining the above results it seems that not all 
V 
of the values of m seem to be usable. The first three are 
probably the more "appropriate" for the rice producers in 
Indonesia, and out of these three the m = seems to be the 
closest to the "true" value. Although this procedure is 
rather "crude", the results turn out to be encouraging and 
not far from expectation. 
The price elasticity of food should be more reliable than 
that for cereal alone, because the formula is based on the 
2 
assumption that the goods must be "want-independent", while 
the marginal utility of cereal consumed certainly is not 
independent of the quantity of cereal substitutes consumed. 
On the other hand, the marginal utility of food is want-inde-
pendent of the other groups of expenditures such as housing, 
clothing, etc. 
As expected, the price elasticity of cereal is highest in 
stratum 19 in Daerah Istimewa Jogjakarta, because as has been 
^The notation used here is somewhat different with ^ 
Prisch's. He uses w for the money flexibility instead of m. 
^See page 118. 
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Table 15. Income and price elasticities of demand of cereal 
and food, Jogjakarta and Krawang, 1963-64®-
Budget Engel 
propor- elas-
tion ticity Price elasticity^ 
(w) (egy) mi=-10 m2=-4 m^=-2 64=-.7 m^=-.l 
Cereal 
Jogjakarta 
Stratum 17 .184 .500 -.137 -.221 -.319 -.741 -4.632 
Stratum 18 .234 .667 -.212 -.297 - .438 -.960 -5.786 
Stratum 19 .095 2.387 -.411 -.687 -1.151 -2.852 -18.678 
Krawang .311 .469 -. 186 -.246 -. 346 -.718 -4.151 
Food 
Jogjakarta 
Stratum 1? 
Stratum 18 
Stratum 19 
Krawang 
403 .631 
1—1 0
 
0^ 1 C
M
 1 
-.477 -.929 -4.962 
446 .615 -.319 -.386 -.497 -.895 -4.739 
439 .691 -.352 — .424 - .545 -.992 -5.120 
490 .706 -.392 -.462 - '577 -1.005 -4.963 
^Source: (43a). 
tprisch classifies m according to the following defi­
nitions: 
m = -10 for an extremely poor and apathetic part of the 
population. 
m = -4 for the slightly better off but still poor part of 
the population with a fairly pronounced desire to 
become better off. 
m = -2 for the middle income bracket, "the median part" 
of the population. 
m = -0.7 for the better off part of the population, 
m = -0.1 for the rich part of the population with ambitions 
toward "conspicuous consumption". 
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said, this is the poorest region of all four. With a small 
increase in the price of cereal (rice, corn) the farmers will 
readily substitute cassava or sweet potatoes for cereal they 
previously consumed. 
It should be clear that the higher the Engel elasticity 
is, the higher will be the price elasticity. This follows 
directly from the postulated formula. Also, it is noted that 
the value of the Engel elasticity of a commodity must always 
be larger than the absolute value of its price elasticity, be­
cause the sum of elasticities with respect to each price will 
always be equal to the Engel elasticity but with opposite 
sign. 
Conclusion 
It would be useful and more meaningful if the results of 
these computations were compared with the respective estimates 
computed in other countries. In the following table are com­
pared results with the figures for some countries in Asia and 
the Far East. 
The results show a remarkable parallel with those of some 
countries with supposedly similar conditions. The smallness 
of samples prevents the claim that this estimate is represent­
ative for Indonesian rice producers. However, the fact that 
they are highly comparable with other countries gives enough 
reason for some confidence. There is no question that more 
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Table l6. Income and price elasticities of demand of food 
in selected countries in Asia and the Par East 
Income Price 
Countries elasticity^ elasticity 
India .81 0 1 
Ceylon .81 
Japan .60 
Philippines .76° -.50° 
Burma .79 
China (mainland) .60 
Indonesia (rural) .66 
-.35 
^Source; H. S. Houthaker (37» PP* 5^+6-5^7) all except 
Indonesia and Philippines. 
^Source: Eaj Krishna (63s T). 83). 
csource: Mangahas (69). 
estimates from all regions in Indonesia should be computed 
from the present National Sample Survey data in the very near 
future. Only after that can accurate representative figures 
be obtained. 
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CHAPTER VI. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
The purpose of this study was to test empirically the 
hypotheses concerning the behavior of the marketable surplus 
of rice in Indonesia. These hypotheses are formulated in an 
elasticity model presented in Chapter III. The model postu­
lates that the marketable surplus of rice of the Indonesian 
farmer is a function of the income and price elasticity of 
rice production, the income and price elasticity of demand and 
the output marketing ratio. The two chapters that follow have 
been devoted to the estimation of those parameters required 
in the model. 
In order to provide sufficient background for the under­
standing of the real problem, i.e., the food problem, an ex­
tensive description of the nature of rice problem, plausible 
methods of solving it, and an explanation of the Indonesian 
government's specific programs to execute these methods have 
been presented. 
Because of limited time in collecting data in the field, 
a field survey was not undertaken. Bather, the author de­
cided to utilize the statistical data which were available. 
The majority has been obtained from the Central Bureau of 
Statistics in Djakarta. Because of this not all of the re­
quired parameters could be estimated satisfactorily. 
The emphasis of this study is laid more on the conceptual 
framework of the model a:nd less on its numerical results per 
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se, because, besides the low degree of realiability of some of • 
the data used, the author believes that his future profession 
will provide a wide opportunity in conducting really signifi­
cant and meaningful empirical research on the food problem. 
The unusual character of this study is its attempt to 
integrate the supply and demand behavior of the rice producer. 
This is imperative since rice is a subsistence crop, so that 
the farmer is both producer and consumer at the same time. 
Without this simultaneous analysis the very nature of the 
marketable surplus behavior could not be understood. It is 
true that some aspects of the usual analysis are lost since a 
more detailed discussion of the farmer as an individual pro­
ducer or as individual consumer is thus eliminated. Strictly 
speaking, Chapter IV has been devoted to discussion of the 
farmer's behavior as producer, while Chapter V deals with 
the farmer as consumer. 
The Findings 
After the values of all the parameters were found, it was 
possible to compute the estimates of the elasticity of the 
marketable surplus of rice. Because the data were not col­
lected primarily for the purpose of providing the "inputs" of 
the model, some of the parameters must only be used here as 
range or interval estimates. 
From the 116 rice producers taken from the Consumers 
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Finance Study above (128), the value of the output marketing 
ratio (Q/M) was found to be in the range of I.3 and 8.6. 
With these values Table 1? could be constructed to esti­
mate the plausible values of ep^. The formula is as follows: 
e^ = Q/M (eQy + eQp) - (Q/M - 1) (e^y + e^^) 
Table I7. Plausible values of the elasticity of the 
marketable surplus 
Plausible ranges of parameters Values relevant 
Min. eji Max. ejyj 
®Qy = «3 to .5 .3 .5 
«Qp = .1 to .3 .1 .3 
®Cy = .6 to .8 .8 .6 
ecp = -.2 to -.4 — • 2 -.4 
Q/M 1.3 or 2 .1 or 8.6 
M/Q .77 .48 .12 
Min, . ejî .34 .18 -1.12 
Max.  ej^ .98 1.46 5.36 
The parameter Q/M cannot be treated as the other para­
meters because its partial relationship with ejv[ is very com­
plicated. This parameter is contained in both parts of the 
right hand side of the formula, i.e., the "output component" 
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and the "consumption component". 
The above table shows interesting results. They follow 
two different patterns. The "minimum ejyi" is inversely asso­
ciated with Q/M, while the "maximum e^" is directly related 
to Q/M. The first case seems to be more reasonable although 
the second is not impossible. It says that the more subsis­
tence the farmer is, the less elastic is his marketable sup­
ply. Or as the farmer becomes more commercialized, i.e., as 
the marketing-output ratio increases, his elasticity of the 
marketable surplus increases. For the most subsistence 
farmer who sells only 12 percent of his rice output and whose 
income elasticity of demand is as high as .8, while his price 
elasticity is -.2, and total elasticity of output is .4, his 
elasticity of marketable surplus is negative and high 
(-1.12).^ This figure means that every 10 percent increase 
of price and farm income is followed by 11 percent decrease 
of marketable surplus. The "medium" farmer who sells half 
of his output and has similar other parameters as the farmer 
above has elasticity of marketable surplus of .18. A 10 per­
cent increase of rice price and farm income is followed by a 
2 percent increase of marketable surplus. 
This finding is a refutation to Krishna's which suggests 
^Penny has done a very interesting study on farmer's 
"subsistence-mindedness" and "economic-mindedness" in North 
Sumatra, Indonesia. See David H. Penny (88), especially pp. 
124 ff. 
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that ejij is never negative (64, p. 84). Therefore, it can be 
concluded that the "backward sloping market supply behavior" 
can indeed be found in a poor subsistence economy. 
An opposite pattern, however, can also be found. This:is 
found for the "maximum e^". In here the increasing commer­
cialization of the rice producer results in a declining elas­
ticity of marketable surplus. At first glance, this is of 
course surprising. However, mathematically this may not be 
difficult to explain. It is due to the fact that the negative 
"consumption component" for the "maximum ej^" is small (.2), 
while the positive "output component" is high (.8). The 
multiplication of these components by their respective indices 
(Q/M -1) and (Q/M) produces a progressively increasing posi­
tive eji as Q/M increases. On the other hand, for the "min­
imum eg[", the negative "consumption component" is high (.6) 
while the positive "output component" is lower (.4). This 
fact will result in a declining e^ as Q/M increases. It may 
be better to specify single values for all the parameters 
rather than a range. This may not be unrealistic so long as 
the farmer population is relatively homogeneous. 
An economic interpretation of this phenomena is somewhat 
less convincing. It may be argued that in fact there is an 
"ideal" or optimum point of subsistence in terms of its elas­
ticity of marketable surplus. Below and above this point, the 
elasticity of marketable surplus is declining. 
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There seems to be no reason that a farmer who has a min­
imum value of e(^y. should be assigned another minimum value of 
eQp and eCp and a maximum value of ecy One can only hypoth­
esize that this may be so. A farmer who has a small price 
response or possesses a less elastic supply curve than another, 
farmer, would not necessarily possess a less elastic demand 
curve. Supply and demand function may be influenced by en­
tirely different forces which should not be confused. 
In Table 18 the approximate elasticity of marketable sur­
plus are shown for three strata in Jogjakarta and one in 
Krawang, assuming constant eq for all regions. 
Table 18 shows surprisingly "reasonable" results where 
only two e]y[ are larger than unity, although Q/M is as high as 
8.6. As we noted in Chapter V, stratum 19 contains the region 
with the poorest farmers. The negative ejyi therefore agrees 
with the expectation. Upon careful examination of the table 
it appears that our hypothesis concerning the optimum level 
of subsistence seems to have been supported by some empirical 
evidences. If eg > eq, the e^ is decreasing as Q/M increases. 
IVhlle if eg < eq, the e^ is increasing as Q/M declines. There 
also are some indications of direct correlation between the 
elasticity of marketable surplus and the level of income, 
which is, of course, not very surprising. Krawang regency 
which has the highest average family income (7,136 rupiahs per 
week) has an elasticity of the marketable surplus of .^5» 
while strata I7, 18 and I9 have lower elasticities of market­
able surplus of .44, .41 and .19 respectively. These elas-
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Table 18. Elasticity of marketable surplus of cereal^ 
Jogjakarta 
Stratum Stratum Stratum 
17 18 19 Krawang 
expenditure (rupiahs) 5,361 4,120 4,050 7,136 
GCy .500 .667 2.387 .469 
ecp -.221 -.297 -.687 -.246 
ec .279 .370 1.700 .223 
GQ .400 .400 .400 .400 
Q/M MZg eM 
1.3 .77 .436 .409 .190 .453 
2.1 .48 .533 .433 -1.030 .595 
8.6 .12 1.320 .628 —9.480 1.745 
^Source: (43a). 
ticity figures are for the farmers who sell about three quar­
ters of the total output. 
It can be seen, however, that the smaller the marketed 
proportion is, the higher the elasticity of marketable sur­
plus. For Krawang regency it indicates a figure of I.7 for 
farmers who sell only 12 percent of their total output. This 
pattern can also be found in strata I7 and 18 of the Daerah 
Istimewa Jogjakarta where the elasticity of marketable surplus 
increases as M/Q decreases (or Q/M increases). This phenom­
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enon perhaps provides support on the "cash requirement hypoth­
esis", in the sense that the farmer who is less commercial­
ized and who has very limited outside cash income, has a 
higher elasticity of marketable surplus of the crop he pro­
duces, because of the stronger need for cash income. 
Among all the parameters presented, eQy and eQp are the 
least reliable. The data are not sufficient to derive these 
estimates. It is suspected that negative values of eQy are 
plausible. This will increase the possibility of the "per­
verse" market supply behavior. Special research should be 
done to estimate this parameter in the near future. Reserva­
tions must be held also for the reliability of the estimate 
of eQp, since 12 years observations is much too short to pro­
duce statistically significant and reliable results. This is 
more crucial if more than one independent variable is used. 
On the other hand, the estimate of ecy should be fairly 
reliable. Almost all of them are proved highly significant. 
However, eg^ is somewhat less reliable because it has been 
computed with the "borrowed" estimate of m, the money flex­
ibility, which is taken from a completely independent source. 
The Policy Implications 
The findings of this study have several policy implica­
tions for the government food policy, especially rice. Some 
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are of immediate nature in application and others have long-
run implications. 
(1) The numerical findings of the elasticity of the 
marketable surplus and its component parameters which are com­
parable with Krishna's estimates (64) indicate that the Indo­
nesian farmers behave "normally" like Indian farmers. There 
seems to be no peculiarity in the economic behavior of the 
Indonesian farmer. Therefore, there seems to be no question 
on the applicabilities of the "traditional" economic theory 
here. However, for the poorest part of the farmers the 
"abominable snowman" surely is not merely an illusion. This 
is the case for Stratum 19 of Daerah Istimewa Jogjakarta. 
(2) The estimation of the income and price elasticity 
of demand and the income and price elasticity of production 
for rice, the first ever attempted in Indonesia, should be 
useful for the policy makers and other governmental and pri­
vate agencies dealing with food problems. 
(3) Knowledge of income elasticity of demand for rice 
and food in general in conjunction with the food production 
estimate and the population growth, can be used to make 
planning and projection of the food requirement of the country 
for the coming years. This is quite important in relation to 
the goal of achieving food self-sufficiency. Income elas­
ticity of demand of .6 means that given constant prices, a 10 
percent increase of the farmer's real income would result in 
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an increase of rice consumption by 6 percent. In other words, 
a three-fifth of any additional income will be used to consume 
more rice. 
(4) The price elasticity of demand for rice indicates 
the sensitiveness of demand to its price variation. It also 
"explains" the strength of its relationship with other rice 
substitute commodities. Higher price elasticity shows a 
stronger substitutability with other goods. The price elas­
ticity of demand of -.3 means that a 10 percent increase of 
the "relative" price of rice would result in a reduction of 
rice consumed by 3 percent. This inelasticity is generally 
valid for all food, especially for the poor people since, 
whatever the level of price, they must eat. 
(5) The income elasticity of output explains the rela­
tionship between the rate of change of income and its resulted 
rate of change of rice output. When the farmer's real income 
increases, caused either by more favorable terms of trade or 
by additional income from off-farm employment, the farmer may 
be expected to increase his farm investment either on land-
input or on non-land input, so that his total production 
capacity is increased. If this is so, then the income elas­
ticity of output would be positive. The estimates above indi­
cate a value of around .4. This means that an increase of a 
farmer's real income by 10 percent is associated with an in­
crease of output by 4 percent. Negative figures would be pos­
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sible. This could happen when an increase of the farmer's 
real income would cause him to increase his cash crop produc­
tion or to shift from rice non-rice crop. This phenomena 
may have been the case at the time of the government procure­
ment program, which was abandoned last year, because the 
government offered too low a price to the farmer. 
This figure should be very useful, for example, to the 
Pertani (State Agricultural Enterprise) which is concerned 
in increasing productivity in rice production. Also the 
B.K.T.N. (Bank for Cooperatives, Farmers and Fishermen) can 
use these findings as a guide in providing appropriate farm 
credit to its customers. 
(6) Knowledge of price elasticity of output is extremely 
important, because it measures the extent to which variation 
of the relative price of rice affects the rice output produced 
by the farmer. Because output is the product of acreage and 
yield, and because from extraneous information we see that 
intensification has been more important than extension of 
acreage, one would expect that most of the variation of out­
put is due to yield variation. This in fact has been shown 
by our computation presented in Table 10. In this table it is 
seen that the price elasticity of rice yield of the wet mon­
soon crop is .203 (.099), more ihan four times its price elas­
ticity of acreage .0^8 (.065). The figure .203 means that 
for every 10 percent Increase of the relative price of rice 
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in Java-Madura (I951-I962), the rice yield increases only 2 
percent. The fact that the price elasticity of acreage in 
the dry monsoon crop is larger than the price elasticity of 
yield indicates that in the dry monsoon more and more dryland 
has been drawn into use for rice cultivation, for example 
with gogorant.jah method. 
The knowledge of the price elasticity of yield is impor­
tant for the government in its rice price policy, because it 
has some important bearings on the government program in the 
distribution of fertilizer and superior seed. 
(7) Finally, from all the parameters above, which each 
has its own policy implication in the government food and eco­
nomic policy, the estimate of the elasticity of the market­
able surplus of rice plays the most paramount role, and has 
the most direct policy implication. The food program which 
receives priority in the cabinet program means, in economic 
terms, finding the methods and policy instruments to increase 
the national food supply, especially rice. The announced in­
tention to stop rice imports in I965 means that Indonesia must 
increase food production and marketable surplus domestically. 
In this sense, the model in this study strives to make a con­
tribution to supply the factual information. 
In this model is analyzed the economic behavior of the 
rice producers who are expected by the government to produce 
more and to market more of their rice to help achieve the 
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goal of self-sufficiency in rice production. 
In this connection, it must be stressed here that the 
government cannot simply issue decrees and appeal to the 
farmers to cooperate with this program. The Indonesian 
farmer, the majority of whom has a very low standard of liv­
ing, which the government clearly realizes, are only common 
human beings who operate a farm to earn their living. The 
government has also realized that farmers have been working 
as hard as they can to utilize their small plots of land to 
Hnaximum capacity. They certainly cannot be expected to work 
still much harder, to produce and to sell more, just by giv­
ing them indoctrination that self-sufficiency of food pro­
duction is the goal of the nation, and hence must be achieved 
"at all costs". This author believes that the farmer would 
never have any objection to this goal, and they would do it 
when they can. But the crucial point is how the government 
which expects the farmer to "cooperate" could help the farmer 
to give this "cooperation". It is not a one-way path. 
The government has not ignored this key question. But 
in the past the government which undertook a vigorous program 
to help the farmer to increase rice production so that they 
could sell more to the non-producer, did not master the real 
understanding of the very nature of the economic behavior of 
the farmer. Some of the government officials tended to think 
that being "uneducated" and illiterate the farmer was "stupid" 
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and knows nothing about the methods to increase rice produc­
tion. This attitude is very dangerous in the present inde­
pendent Indonesia, because with this "naive" assumption, so 
many government programs were impositions from above, and did 
not consider the farmer as a rational man, who in fact, as 
far as this author is concerned, is far from being unre­
sponsive . 
For example, an official would argue that the farmer is 
"traditionally-bound", "irrational", or "stupid", because they 
would not use the chemical fertilizer the government was try­
ing to sell. This official really never asked the more "eco­
nomic" and "rational" question: "Does the farmer have the 
ability to pay for it?" Further he should realize that the 
farmer bears a high degree of risk and uncertainty against 
possible failure of the adoption and use of the artificial 
fertilizer, insecticides or whatever they may be. He should 
understand that the farmer is not a government employee like 
himself who receives guaranteed fixed salary each month, re­
gardless of what and how he does his work. To the farmer his 
very survival lies in his farm produce. The failure of his 
crop will mean he and his family will go hungry. "They seek 
not the biggest crop, but the surest crop. Their most haunt­
ing fear is that things will get worse. To their way of 
thinking a change in their production methods may have pre­
cisely that result." (12, p. 700) 
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This example is merely meant to suggest that what this 
official means by "Irrational" is in fact a mistake. On the 
contrary the farmer seems to be fairly rational.^ 
The point emphasized here is that the government which 
has resources in its command and entrepreneurial ability must 
help the farmer if it asks him to cooperate with the govern­
ment agricultural program in the production drive. The 
"typical" government attitude toward the farmer as exemplified 
above should be changed if a government agricultural program 
is to achieve any success. However, without real understand­
ing of how the farmer as "economic man" would react to any 
agricultural policy all effort would be doomed to failure. 
And if this is so, there is no reason that the farmer is the 
one to be blamed. 
The government could utilize the findings of this study 
much more directly and increase the marketable surplus of rice 
by doing the following: (i) Increasing the absolute price 
elasticity of demand for rice. This can be done by increasing 
the availabilities of the rice substitute commodities such as 
corn, cassava, etc. Together with this measure the government 
could try to Influence the price ratio of rice to these rice 
substitute commodities, so that the farmer as well as the 
^We do not deny the fact that the Sfarmer may have very 
small price sensitiveness and lack of initiatives. This might 
as well have been inherited since the colonial time (see page 
38). 
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consumer would have more reason to consume more of these foods 
and less rice. (11) Reducing the Income elasticity of demand 
for rice. As income and the standard of living of the farmer 
rises, income elasticity of demand for rice would decline. 
Therefore, every government effort should be directed to lift 
the farmer's standard of living. Although this seems to be 
the familiar Nurksian "vicious circle", this is not the case. 
The community development project, for example, is one way of 
increasing this standard of living, (iii) Increasing the 
price elasticity of output, especially the elasticity of 
yield. This can be done so long as other alternative crops 
are not as attractive and as profitable as rice. A realistic 
analysis of agricultural price policy should be done in order 
to create the most favorable situation for the production 
drive and so the farmer would have enough economic incentive 
to increase his rice production, (iv) If from future re­
search it is found that the income elasticity of output is a 
positive figure, it must be attempted to increase and vice 
versa. 
In closing, it must not be forgotten that the decision 
to implement the above policy recommendations is up to the 
policy makers. The fact that economic policy is inseparable 
from politics is not denied. But in any event thç JUask of < 
agricultural economists remains, that is to present tihe facr 
tual problem, to identify and evaluate the plausible solutions 
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so that they can provide the policy makers an understanding 
which will enable them to make intelligent, informed decisions 
on the problems and the related policy alternatives. 
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CHAPTER VII. RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH 
Suggested Research on Marketable Surplus 
It has been indicated that the price and income elastic­
ity of output are the least reliable estimates of all results. 
This is because the data used were not collected with the 
present objective in mind. Therefore, it is suggested that 
more carefully designed research be made in the near future 
to derive these estimates. Actually there are two separate 
research studies needed in this case. The first research 
would attempt to determine and to compute the relationship 
between the farmer's income and production. The agricultural 
income should be carefully defined in this case and a clear 
separation made between the farmer's income from his farm 
production and that from other employment. It may be neces­
sary to separate the farmer's income for each crop in the 
given year. This cross-sectional study should cover a large 
enough population and be stratified according to income level. 
If it is suspected that the nature of the land-ownership has 
any effect on this relationship it would be necessary also to 
stratify the samples on this basis. The use of all inputs 
(land and non-land) in rice production should be carefully 
separated because this is the key to the answer of how the 
farmer would utilize any possible increase of his income. 
The problem of the use of income increase by the farmer 
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has become very important recently in relation to the "Pantja 
Usaha" scheme. The related question here is, then, how the 
farmer would allocate his real income which has increased by 
two and a half times. As his income elasticity of demand is 
still high (.6), it can be expected that a larger part of his 
income increase would be used to consume more rice (or food in 
general). But if the government can take a quick step to supply 
more factor inputs delivered to the farm, it is very likely 
that the farmer can be induced to allocate his increase in 
income to farm investment, namely in the form of better seeds, 
more fertilizer, insecticides, etc. Hence, it is clear that 
the government indeed has a very important role to play. 
Therefore, in research suggested above, i.e., to identify the 
income production relationship, a socio-psychological approach 
should also be adopted to determine the role which the gov-
», I 
ernment can play to influence the investment decision of the 
farmer. The author believes it is a misconception to state 
that the farmer "is not responsive to economic Incentive". 
It is more appropriate to say that they are not responsive 
because they "have not been given a chance to respond". 
The degree of farmer response can be analyzed by conduct­
ing- comparative experiments of two or more regions in order 
to compute both the income elasticity of consumption in gen­
eral and the income elasticity of investment. If after a 
successful rice harvest due to the "Pantja Usaha" scheme the 
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government could bring both consumption goods (textiles, 
bicycles, household equipment, etc.) and investment goods 
(farm tools, sprayers, fertilizer, etc.) to the villages 
through the agricultural cooperatives (Koperta), it would be 
both interesting and useful to find out which goods would sell 
better. In this context it soon becomes clear how important 
it is that a carefully analyzed price policy be adopted at the 
farm level. A subsidized price for investment goods would 
tend to induce the farmer to choose to buy these commodities 
rather than the consumption goods. But all these would re­
quire real understanding of the farmer's reaction to differ­
ent governmental policies which can only be obtained from re­
search. 
Other non-economic factors may also be discovered by com­
paring the farmer's response on an increase in income by com­
paring the farmer's behavior in two or more villages. For 
example, it is argued that the farmer in Krawang regency would 
spend a lot of money for festivities after the harvest by in­
viting expensive dancers to make performances, so that money 
would be drained and absorbed by an outsider. Since "uneco­
nomic" customs and traditions are very hard to abolish (and 
not necessarily desirable) it seems to be necessary to 
"design" some methods to retain an income increase within 
the village, while at the same time attempt to "respect" the 
farmer's cultural traditions. 
The second important research deals with the estimation 
of price elasticity of output or acreage. An attempt to esti­
mate this elasticity by using annual data will not achieve 
satisfactory results, even for many years to come, because a 
relatively systematic record is available only since 1950. 
In order to solve this problem two alternatives are recom­
mended . The first is constructing a time series on a quar­
terly basis. The fact that rice is being cultivated peren­
nially in most places, especially in the irrigated areas, 
would justify this method. 
Fortunately, the quarterly data, which is derived from a 
Monthly Village Census (MVC) and called tambah tanaman (new 
plant added) are available in the Central Bureau of Statis­
tics. These data are available on production, yield, har­
vested plus abandoned areas, and the price received by farm­
ers. By making some seasonal adjustments, usable data could 
be obtained. With this method, at least 52 observations could 
be constructed at the present time, a long enough series con­
sidering degrees of freedom. 
But in order to run this regression for Java and Madura, 
a series of "representative rainfall" must also be constructed. 
The Meteorological and Geophysical Service of the Department 
of Communication should be requested to construct this series 
as soon as possible. The number of raindays and sunshine may 
also be used as separate independent variables, especially in 
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yield functions. 
It must be noted, however, that the problem of serial 
correlation would be present, and might result in large 
sampling variations, underestimation of these variances, and 
inefficient prediction (50, p. 179)* Some methods, however, 
are available to Improve these estimates. 
The second alternative to improve the estimate of the 
price elasticity of output is by using a cross-sectional pro­
duction function estimate. This research has never been 
attempted. However, an attempt has been conducted to esti­
mate this input-output data for Central and East Java in a 
study to estimate the cost of production of rice in I96O-6I 
(109). Although the elasticity estimate will be a long-run 
estimate, which is not quite what is needed in the study of 
marketable surplus (69, p. 26), it would be very useful be­
cause the knowledge on "optimum" farm could be automatically 
computed, a knowledge necessary for formulating agricultural 
policy. 
In order to increase the degree of reliability of the 
estimate of income and price elasticity of demand for rice, 
these elasticity figures must be computed for all Java and 
Madura, and eventually for Indonesia as a whole, from the 
completed National Sample Survey 1963-64. In addition, rural 
and urban estimates must be separated, because the comparison 
of the two sectors together with the estimated rate of popu­
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lation growth, per capita income and investment, and the 
degree of urbanization, would be needed to make a projection 
of the supply and demand of the marketable surplus in the 
next several years. With these research studies, a more reli­
able estimate of the elasticity of the marketable surplus of 
rice in Java-Madura and Indonesia as a whole can then be ob­
tained i 
Other Research Urgently Needed on Pood Problems 
Since a carefully designed National Sample Survey has 
been completed (the second round was planned to be conducted 
at the end of 1964), the result of this survey must be 
analyzed and utilized for different economic policies, notably 
on food. 
All the income and price elasticity of demand for food 
items should be computed for Java-Madura and Indonesia as a 
whole. This analysis will provide some foundation to derive 
statistical estimates of the food requirements of the country. 
For example, a research project must be conducted with the 
objective to make some projections of the carbohydrate re­
quirement of Java-Madura up to 1975» A more limited study 
can be done to make this projection for food grain (rice plus 
corn) in the same area. These kinds of studies are absolutely 
necessary if Indonesia is to achieve self-sufficiency in food 
production within a reasonable period of time. 
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This research can be completed within two years, provided 
that automatic computers and other financial requirements can 
be made available. 
Close cooperation will have to be maintained with per­
sonnel working on these WSS data in the Central Bureau of 
Statistics. Graduate students working on their theses can be 
advised to work on this problem. Also, graduate students in 
the Faculty of Economics and the Faculty of Agriculture can 
be mobilized to undertake surveys and experimental research 
at the farm level as partial fulfillment for receiving their 
doctorandus (Master's) degree. Only through this method will 
they obtain practical training in statistical work and anal­
ysis, while at the same time the University and the government 
will benefit directly form their work. The author has a 
strong feeling that Indonesian graduates in economics are 
lacking very much in their understanding of the usefulness of 
statistics. Very few of them really have ever attempted to 
"manipulate" statistical data in their doctorandus theses. 
In connection with the "Pantja Usaha" scheme mentioned 
earlier, the Faculty of Economics and the Faculty of Agricul­
ture in all universities should work more closely in conduct­
ing projects and analyzing results. A statistical analysis 
must be done to separate the net contribution of each of the 
components in increasing rice production. In any case an 
exact numerical result based on sound econometric theory 
14? 
should always be the goal, because the past mistakes in plan­
ning and analyses on the basis of statistical "guesses" should 
not be repeated. 
Methods to Accelerate Research in 
Agricultural Economics 
During the time the author carried out his research in 
Indonesia it was felt that there was a complete absence of 
coordination and communication among research workers in agri­
cultural economics within the country. It is not surprising, 
therefore, that two research workers in institutions 300 miles 
apart may be working on exactly similar problems without know­
ing each other, a very serious waste of resources. 
In a sense, they might not be the ones to be blamed, be­
cause communication is really still very poor, and there is 
no professional journal to maintain this academic contact. 
However, it is unfortunate that some of them tend to deliber­
ately "ignore" what is going on in other institutions and 
prefer to work by themselves. 
In recent years there have been some improvements with 
the establishment of the Department of National Research which 
is supposed to coordinate research activities in the whole 
country. Under this Department there is an institution called 
MIPI (Madjelis Ilmu Pengetahuan Indonesia - Indonesian Council 
of Sciences) which supervisesseveral different institutes, 
one of them is LEKNAS (Lembaga Penjelidikan Ekonomi dan 
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Kemasarakatan Nasional - National Institute of Economic and 
Social Research). But this, author feels that the LEKNAS pays 
too much attention to general economics research and very 
little to agricultural economics, the field which has been 
generally accepted as "basic" because the Indonesian economy 
is largely still agricultural. Moreover, the Institute is 
interested only in helping to finance research which covers 
the "whole" country and seems to belittle the usefulness of 
case studies or micro-economic research. 
The author recommends the establishment of a research 
institute dealing primarily with agricultural development, 
preferably attached to a state university such as Gadjah Mada 
in Jogjakarta. This "Institute of Agricultural Development" 
will have as its main objective the promotion of modern re­
search in agricultural economics with emphasis on "empirical" 
and "applied" research. The staff members should consist of 
two groups: (1) the permanent staff, the faculty members of 
the university who are "assigned" to this institute in addi­
tion to usual teaching responsibilities; (2) the non-permanent 
staff members, consisting of "students" who already have 
doctorandus degrees, who are working for their doctoral dis­
sertation. In order to accelerate the results each Ph.D. 
student should be required to finish his degree within, say, 
3 years. In 1966, Gadjah Mada University expects to have 
three Ph.D.'s in agricultural economics with very different 
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academic "backgrounds. These three could be used to start this 
proposed institute. 
However, the problem of financing the institute can be 
expected to be the most serious handicap. The following 
sources are suggested for obtaining financial help. (1) Rou­
tine budget of Gadjah Mada University, (2) the Department of 
National Research, (3) the Department of Higher Education and 
Sciences, (4) the Compartment of Development, (5) the Compart­
ment of Agricultural Development, (6) local government, (7) 
other sources. 
In order to speed up the processing of the data it is 
recommended that the Indonesian government establish as soon 
as possible the planned branch of the Statistical Development 
f Center in Jogjakarta and install a complete unit of computers. 
Finally, it must be stressed that the most important goal 
is not the execution of research per se, but the diffusion 
of the research results to the farmers and other research 
workers all over the county. Research results must be pub­
lished in understandable and popular languages and be sent 
to agricultural agents in the whole country, who will in turn 
interpret them and transmit them to the farmers. 
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APPENDIX 
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Table 19. Bice self-sufficiency in Java-Madura, 1921-195^^ 
Degree of self-
Imtjort Production Total sufficiency 
Year (1) (2) (3) = (l)+(2) (4) = (2)*(3) 
1921 273,495 2,637,721 2,911,216 90.61 
22 312,065 3,219,640 3,531,705 91.16 
23 208,723 3,221,274 3,429,997 93.91 
24 242,865 3,344,790 3,587,655 93.23 
25 267,177 3,177,259 3,444,436 92.24 
26 312,248 3,419,768 3,732,016 91.63 
27 104,366 3,515,366 3,619,732 97.12 
28 292,500 3,391,574 3,684,074 92.06 
29 345,850 3,294,152 3,640,002 90.50 
1930 314,000 3,582,660 3,896,660 91.94 
31 287,005 3,419,629 3,706,634 92.26 
32 212,000 3,621,027 3,833,027 94.47 
33 179,000 3,672,182 3,851,182 95.35 
34 140,000 3,454,365 3,594,365 96.11 
35 118,009 3,743,251 3,861,260 96.94 
36 8,601 3,892,873 3,901,474 99.78 
37 8,564 3,845,819 3,854,383 99.78 
38 22,508 4,067,295 4,089,803 99.45 
39 33,550 4,075,783 4,109,333 99.18 
1940 11,896 4,372,379 4,384,275 99.73 
41 4,384,331 4,384,331 
42 —  —  3,834,031 3,834,031 
43 — - 3,739,675 3,739,675 
44 — — 3,222,268 3,222,268 — — 
45 — —  2,672,386 2,672,386 •w — 
46 MM*» 2,601,245 2,601,245 mm mm 
47 166,662 — 166,662 mm MM 
48 167,187 3,488,599 3,655,786 95.43 
49 264,464 3,663,465 3,927,929 93.27 
1950 382,904 3,899,561 4,282,465 91.06 
51 185,750 4,153,793 4,337,543 95.76 
52 117,010 4,515,810 4,632,820 97.47 
53 16,860 4,296,756 4,313,616 99.61 
54 439,810 4,450,241 4,890,051 91.01 
^Source: Leon A. Hears (76, p. 2^8). 
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Table 20. Degree of self-sufficiency of rice, I950-I963, 
Indonesia^ 
Rice Degree of self-
production sufficiency 
Year 000 tons Import Total % 
1950 5,785 334 6,119 94.5 
51 5,984 529 6,513 91.9 
52 6,386 766 7,152 89.3 
53 7,032 372 7,404 95.0 
54 7,530 261 7,791 96.6 
55 7,216 127 7,343 98.3 
56 7,301 763 8,064 90.5 
57 7,632 572 8,204 93.0 
58 7,979 707 8,686 91.9 
59 8,294 608 8,902 93.1 
i960 8,540 962 " 9,502 89.9 
61 8,268 684 8,952 92.4 
62 8,952 1,100 10,052 89.1 
63 9,003 1,300 10,303 87.4 
^•Source: 1950-59, Central Bureau of Statistics (42, 
1962, p. 62); 1960-63, Mansur (70, P • 2 ). 
Table 21. Harvested plus abandoned area wetland paddy by crop reporting periods, 
Java-Madura, West-Java, Central-Java and East-Java, 1950-1962^ 
Java-Madura West-Java 
Crop reporting periods, 1,OOP's Ha Crop reporting periods, 1,000*8 Ha 
Jan.- May- Jan.- Sept.- Jul^- Aug-.- Jan.- May- Jan.- Sept.- July- Aug.-
April Aug. Aug. Dec. Dec'i Dec. April Aug. Aug. Dec. Dec. Dec. 
Year 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 
1950 680 2396 3076 499 1066 721 250 835 1085 183 361 247 
51 1180 2051 3231 528 945 7I8 403 734 1137 188 320 239 
52 800 2479 3279 541 1180 790 310 852 1162 223 473 •301 
53 1253 2071 3324 530 931 737 455 709 1164 215 343 284 
54 731 2524 3255 712 1248 918 255 911 1166 302 528 384 
55 1073 2261 3334 678 1130 898 402 800 1202 274 438 346 
56 1287 2106 3393 742 1202 975 501 714 1215 314 471 391 
57 1286 2095 338I 807 1265 1037 522 692 1214 382 542 461 
58 863 2448 3311 933 1419 1137 333 857 1190 415 599 484 
59 1109 2170 3279 908 1322 1091 394 761 1155 410 551 459 
i960 872 2356 3228 916 1366 1067 290 858 1148 398 574 437 
61 94-0 2370 3310 727 1259 939 334 865 1199 330 531 398 
62 561 2596 3157 778 1470 1013 203 942 1145 340 662 440 
^Source : Sarle 1 and Sujitno (99, part 2, Tables 1 and 2) . 
Table 21. (continued) 
Central-Java East--Java 
Crop reporting: periods. 1,000 •s Ha Crop reporting periods. 1,000 •s Ha 
Jan.- May- Jan.- Sept.- July- Aug.- Jan.- May- Jan.- Sept July- Aug.-
April Aug. Aug. Dec. Dec . Dec. April Aug. Aug. Dec. Dec. Dec. 
Year 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 
1950 283 713 996 193 419 317 147 848 995 123 286 157 
51 465 608 1073 199 407 319 312 709 1021 141 218 160 
52 348 749 1097 183 444 325 142 878 1020 135 263 164 
53 488 640 1128 173 393 296 310 722 1032 142 195 157 
321 741 1062 257 467 358 155 872 1027 153 253 175 
55 438 667 1105 241 451 345 233 794 1027 163 241 187 
56 48? 657 1144 238 473 373 299 735 1034 190 258 211 
57 458 674 1132 237 462 363 306 729 1035 189 261 213 
58 339 742 1081 316 523 423 191 849 1040 202 297 229 
59 437 635 1072 296 489 399 278 774 1052 202 282 233 
i960 355 683 1038 313 494 398 227 815 1042 205 298 232 
61 387 689 1076 242 471 352 219 816 1035 156 257 189 
62 240 756 996 270 477 369 118 898 1016 167 311 204 
Table 22. Independent variables for forecasting harvested plus abandoned area 
wetland paddy by crop reporting periods, Java-Madura, West-Java, 
Central-Java and East-Java, 1950-1962^ 
J ava-Madura West-Java 
Standing area end of month Standing area end of month 
preceding crop reporting period preceding crop reporting period 
1.OOP's Ha 1.000's Ha 
Dec. April June July Aug. Dec. April June July Aug 
Year 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
1950 2341 890 657 527 825 307 228 203 
51 1424 2010 767 660 569 579 736 . 257 219 211 
52 867 2431 997 729 568 383 849 405 274 238 
53 1598 2010 749 682 574 625 687 277 258 237 
54- 747 2484 984 846 758 286 895 416 358 332 
55 1348 2203 895 827 721 546 779 353 323 299 
56 1361 2068 929 890 790 583 702 358 360 341 
57 1531 2066 964 946 863 632 680 405 424 414 
58 966 2435 1093 1038 973 403 847 457 443 435 
59 1269 2137 1014 1008 958 492 757 413 423 437 
i960 905 235^ 1005 949 956 335 865 411 378 424 
61 1009 2305 1002 880 780 410 846 409 373 361 
62 576 2604 1142 920 834 223 953 508 399 371 
^Source : Sarle and Sujitno (99» part 3» Table 1). 
Table 22. (continued) 
Year 
Central-Java 
Standing area end of month 
preceding crop reporting period 
1.000*s Ha 
East-Java 
Standing area end of month 
preceding crop reporting period 
1,000*8 Ha 
Dec. 
1 
April 
2 
June 
3 
July 
4 
Aug. 
5 
Dec. 
6 
April 
7 
June 
8 
July 
9 
Aug. 
10 
1950 — — 675 375 305 205 — — 841 208 124 119 
51 492 569 365 305 216 353 705 145 136 142 
52 327 707 404 314 196 157 875 188 l4l 134 
53 580 606 359 290 192 393 717 , 113 134 145 
54 295 722 412 347 273 166 867 156 141 153 
55 489 641 403 354 259 313 783 139 150 163 
56 482 634 418 360 258 296 732 153 170 191 
57 534 663 405 349 258 365 723 154 173 191 
58 334 741 448 407 334 229 847 187 188 204 
59 489 6l4 427 390 318 288 766 174 195 203 
i960 349 680 419 382 328 221 809 175 189 205 
61 379 656 425 347 260 220 803 168 160 159 
62 215 755 4o6 357 291 138 896 228 164 172 
Table 23- Independent yield variables crop reporting period, average yield 
1950-1962f Java-Madura, West-Java, Central-Java and East-Java^ 
J ava-Madura West-Java 
Jan.- May- Jan.- July- Sept Jan.- May- Jan.- July- Sept.-
April^ Àug. ° Aug. ° Dec .c Dec .t) Aprll° Aug.° Aup: Dec.c Dec.c 
Year 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 ; 8 9 10 
1950 20.9 19.1 19.8 19.4 20.6 24.4 18.3 19.7 18.6 20.4 
51 20.3 19.6 19.8 20.7 22.9 23.4 18.6 20.3 20.4 21.4 
52 22.6 20.2 20.8 20.4 22.1 24.8 18.8 20.4 18.8 21.0 
53 22.4 21.2 21.6 22.0 22.7 23.4 20.0 21.4 20.5 21.4 
54 25.6 22.0 22.8 21.5 23.0 26.5 20.7 22.0 19.6 21.5 
55 22.2 21.2 21.6 21.5 22.5 24.3 21.1 22.2 20.4 21.5 
56 23.4 20.8 21.8 22.2 23.0 24.9 20.7 22.4 21.5 22.8 
57 23.2 20.3 21.4 22.1 22.9 23.9 19.6 21.5 21.5 22.6 
58 24.7 21.2 22.1 21.8 22.7 24.3 20.4 21.5 20.8 21.9 
59 23.9 22.2 22.7 22.7 23.4 24.8 21.0 22.3 21.7 22.7 
i960 24.7 22.2 22.8 22.2 23.3 24.6 21.0 21.9 21.4 22.3 
61 23.6 21.4 22.0 21.6 24.0 24.7 21.0 22.0 21.4 23.3 
62 26.3 23.5 24.0 22.6 24.3 30.0 22.3 23.6 21.2 23.3 
^Source: Sarle and Sujitno (99» part 3* Table 1). 
^Derived yield. 
^L.T.O. yield from harvested fields; geographically unweighted monthly 
yields weighted by monthly harvested area. 
Table 23• (continued) 
C entra 1-J ava^ EastJava ° 
Jan.- May- Jan.- July- Sept.- Jan.- May- Jan.- July- Sept.-
April Aug-. Aug. Dec. Dec. April Aug. Aue. Dec. Dec. 
Y e a r  1 2 3 ^ 5  6 ?  8  9  1 0  
1950 21.6 16.3 17.8 19.3 20.7 21.9 19.9 20.1 20.4 23.3 
51 20.1 16.7 18.2 19.9 21.0 21.4 20.9 21.0 23.3 25.9 
52 21.9 17.3 18.4 20.0 21.9 26.5 21.6 22.2 23.5 25.2 
53 21.9 18.4 19.9 21.5 22.9 24.4 23.4 23.7 25.5 25.8 
5^ 24.8 18.8 21.7 21.5 22.6 28.4 23.2 23.9 24.9 26.4 
55 21.4 18.3 19.5 20.6 21.2 23.6 22.5 22.7 24.3 25.8 
56 21.2 17.7 19.2 20.7 21.7 25.6 22.2 23.2 25.9 27.1 
57 21.4 17.2 18.9 20.2 21.3 25.6 21.6 22.8 25.7 26.8 
58 24.5 18.3 20.2 20.0 21.4 27.8 22.5 23.4 27.0 28.7 
59 22.5 18.9 20.3 21.5 22.3 - 27.1 24.1 24.8 25.9 26.7 
i960 23.6 18.7 20.3 20.6 21.7 29.3 23.9 25.0 25.6 27.0 
61 22.9 18.3 20.0 19.8 20.6 27.0 23.3 24.1 25.0 26.3 
62 26.1 21.1 22.3 22.1 23.5 28.4 23.2 23.8 24.5 28.7 
Table 24. Independent variables for forecasting yield, 1950-1962, Java-Madura^ 
standing L.T.O . yield from harvested fields 
area end geographically unweighted monthly yield 
of pre­ Sum 
ceding Preced­ Jan.- Jan.- May- July- Sept.- Aug.+ 
December ing Nov. March April Sect. June Feb. June Aug. Oct. March 
Year 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 
1950 23.1 21.8 19.6 19.3 22.7 18.0 17.7 20.4 
51 1424 22.0 21.2 20.8 21.1 19.4 22.0 18.3 18.7 21.2 40.6 
52 867 23.2 22.8 23.2 20.7 20.4 25.1 18.9 18.6 21.3 42.8 
53 1598 23.7 23.7 22.7 21.7 21.2 21.9 20.1 20.5 21.9 43.6 
54 747 25.5 25.1 26.1 22.0 22.3 27.1 20.7 19.5 22.5 46.3 
55 1349 25.0 21.9 23.0 20.7 21.4 22.7 20.4 19.7 21.7 42.4 
56 1360 24.0 22.9 23.7 21.6 21.5 24.0 19.8 19.7 22.3 43.1 
57 1530 24.5 23.9 22.6 21.5 21.2 25.9 19.3 19.7 22.6 44.2 
58 966 24.1 25.5 25.4 21.3 22.1 25.5 20.2 18.6 22.6 45.1 
59 1269 24.9 25.7 24.4 22.3 22.6 24.2 21.2 20.5 22.7 45.0 
i960 906 25.4 24.4 25.7 22.0 22.8 27.0 21.1 19.5 22.6 45.3 
61 1009 24.7 24.7 24.0 20.5 22.2 25.5 20.8 19.5 21.6 44.9 
62 575 25.6 29.1 28.1 23.7 24.9 29.1 22.9 20.3 23.9 48.6 
63 930 25.4 
^Source: Sarle and Sujitno (99, part 3, Table 3). 
^Sum of preceding August plus current March yields. 
Table 24. (continued) 
WeSt-Java 
Standing L.T.O. yield from harvested fields 
area end geographically unweighted monthly yield 
of pre- Sum 
ceding Preced- Jan.- Jan.- May- July- Sept.- Aug.+ 
December ing Nov. March April Sept. June Feb. June Aug. Oct. March 
Y e a r  1  2  3  4  5  6  ?  8  9 1 0  1 1  
1950 — — 25.8 24.2 18.6 20.3 24.2 18.3 16.8 19.0 — — 
51 579 21.3 23.9 22.6 19.2 20.5 25.5 18.6 18.9 19.7 43.0 
52 383 22.1 23.3 24.8 20.0 21.4 25.8 18.8 16.9 19.8 43.1 
53 625 20.8 25.0 23.0 19.4 21.6 23.3 20.0 19.1 19.7 44.5 
54 286 24.0 26.5 25.7 20.0 23.1 28.2 20.7 17.0 20.6 46.0 
55 545 23.5 25.4 23.9 19.9 22.5 24.5 21.1 18.4 20.4 43.1 
56 583 23.0 24.1 24.3 18.5 22.9 26.9 20.7 18.8 20.6 43.2 
57 632 24.3 23.2 23.5 19.5 21.9 25.1 19.6 18.8 21.3 42.7 
58 403 23.0 23.4 24.6 20.4 22.1 24.5 20.4 18.0 21.3 43.0 
59 492 22.4 25.2 24.7 21.3 22.7 24.8 21.0 19.1 21.6 44.5 
i960 335 23.9 22.5 25.0 22.4 22.3 25.3 21.0 19.4_ 21.9 42.6 
61 410 21.8 25.0 24.3 20.8 22.6 25.1 21.0 18.8 22.0 45.1 
62 223 25.3 29.4 30.4 23.2 25.5 29.6 22.3 18.9 22.9 48.3 
63 380 23.0 
Table 24. (continued) 
Central-Java 
Standing L.T.O. yield from harvested fields 
area end geographically unweighted monthly yield 
of pre- Sum 
ceding Preced- Jan.- Jan.- May- July- Sept.- Aug.+ 
December Ing Nov. March April Sept. June Feb. June Aug. Oct. March 
Y e a r  1  '  2  3 4 ^ 6 ?  8 9  1 0  1 1  
1950 — — — — 22.4 21.4 19.6 17.7 20.7 16.3 18.1 20.0 — — 
51 492 22.3 21.5 19.8 20.7 18.1 18.3 16.7 18.8 20.3 40.9 
52 327 23.0 21.7 21.3 19.8 18.8 23.9 17.3 18.7 20.7 41.6 
53 580 24.3 23.6 21.5 21.7 19.8 20.5 18.4 20.5 21.7 43.1 
54 295 26.5 23.8 24.9 22.1 22.1 25.9 18.8 20.1 22.2 44.9 
55 489 24.6 20.8 22.0 20.2 19.5 20.2 18.3 19.9 20.3 41.9 
56 482 23.5 21.0 21.6 20.8 19.1 20.3 17.7 19.6 20.8 41.4 
57 534 23.0 22.2 20.1 19.9 18.8 23.1 17.2 19.0 20.4 42.2 
58 334 23.9 24.2 24.8 19.9 20.8 23.9 18.3 17.8 20.6 42.6 
59 489 24.5 23.6 22.5 21.1 20.4 21.1 18.9 20.3 21.5 42.0 
i960 349 23.9 21.2 23.7 20.5 20.7 26.1 18.7 18.9 21.0 41.6 
61 434 23.1 22.1 22.8 18.6 20.2 23.9 18.3 18.9 19.3 41.6 
62 215 24.2 26.2 25.9 22.9 22.8 26.7 21.1 20.2 22.9 44.9 
63 383 24.9 
Table 24. (continued) 
East-Java 
Standing L.T.O. yield from harvested fields 
area end geographically unweighted monthly yield 
of pre- Sum 
ceding Preced- Jan.- Jan.- May- July- Sept.- Aug.+ 
December ing Nov. March April Sept. June Feb. June Aug. Oct. March 
Y e a r  1  2  3 ^ 1 - 5 6 7 8 9  1 0  1 1  
1950 — — — — 23.9 20.4 21.2 20.5 28.2 19.9 18.3 23.0 — — 
51 353 22.4 18.6 21.0 25.2 21.2 28.4 20.9 18.5 25.7 37.9 
52 157 24.9 31.3 25.4 25.2 22.3 29.2 21.6 21.7 24.1 52.1 
53 393 26.2 22.9 23.8 25.6 23.7 32.3 23.4 24.9 24.8 48.7 
54 166 26.4 30.9 27.8 25.8 24.0 30.3 23.2 22.9 25.5 57.0 
55 312 27.5 21.4 23.3 23.9 22.9 28.8 22.5 21.1 25.6 44.8 
56 296 25.7 25.6 24.9 27.0 23.2 31.9 22.2 22.8 26.2 45.9 
57 365 26.1 27.8 24.1 27.9 22.8 32.1 21.6 22.5 27.1 52.7 
58 229 26.0 31.1 26.4 26.9 23.4 32.4 22.5 23.5 28.2 56.8 
59 288 28.9 30.9 25.8 27.4 24.9 32.5 24.1 23.9 24.7 54.6 
i960 221 28.6 33.1 28.0 26.2 25.2 33.8 23.9 22.6 26.8 58.5 
61 221 27.4 31.6 25.5 28.2 24.2 32.1 23.3 23.1 25.8 55.4 
62 138 26.4 29.1 28.1 30.1 24.4 29.1 23.2 20.5 29.0 54.7 
63 179 29.0 -
Table 25» Amount of rainfall in selected kabupatens in Java-Madura 
(November-January, in mm), 1950-1962®-
Year Krawang Tjiandjur Tjilatjap Womosobo Klaten Malang Djember Total Average 
1950 415 704 668 1827 _ _  618 860 5092 849 
51 598 1361 1330 1976 678 993 1233 8169 1167 
52 662 890 1105 I865 656 1147 588 6913 988 
53 594 610 1718 1185 385 1029 1045 6534 933 
54 768 114? 1192 1685 705 787 760 7044 1006 
55 733 864 1385 2145 680 1587 1287 8681 1240 
56 642 912 1589 1962 718 929 1092 7844 1121 
57 386 495 1029 1634 423 952 1380 6299 900 
58 590 743 1295 2089 707 712 628 6764 966 
59 1070 669 1105 2222 817 1206 1054 8143 1163 
i960 653 496 1250 1745 509 731 777 6161 880 
61 1024 1142 930 2355 649 802 933 7835 1119 
62 723 536 397 1782 828 2021 884 7171 1024 
^•Source: Department of Communication, Sub-department of Meteorology and 
Geophysics . 
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Table 26. The structure of land holding, Krawang, 1960^ 
Class Number Percent of Percent of 
holding of Area of total land total rice 
(ha.) owners rice fields owners fields 
1. .5 29,753 7,915.6 40 .0 7.4 
2. « 6-1 19,228 14,416.9 25.8 13.4 
3. 1.1-2.5 17,396 30,443.0 23.4 28.3 
4. 2.6-5 5,991 20,969.5 8.0 19.5 
5. 5.1-10 1,598 11,894.0 2.1 11.0 
6. 10 or more 482 22,004.0 0.6 20.4 
74,448 107,643.0 100.0 100.0 
^Source: Rukasah (93, p. 1)• 
Table 2?. Expenditure proportions by income level, 
Jogjakarta, 1959^ 
Average annual income 
899 
1 
2,081 
2 
3,029 
3 
4,160 
4 
Cvl 
21,027 36,513 
6 7 
•w 
I Pood .68 .71 .70 .67 .65 .35 .43 
II Housing .07 .06 .05 .06 .07 .14 .14 
III Clothing .03 .03 .04 .05 .04 .09 .04 
IV Social .10 .09 .10 .09 .10 .04 .05 
V Other .12 .11 .11 ,.,..42 .14 .38 
1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
^•Source: Wirjosudarmo (123). 
Table 28. Expenditure proportions by occupations, Jogjakarta, 1959^ 
Average annual income in rupiahs 
Parmer Parmer Manual Farm Wages Civil Unem-
(owner)(tenant) Business labor Merchant labor labor servant Other ployed 
3,803 3,296 6,190 7,537 3,610 2,956 4,240 12,724 5,800 5,592 
- w 
I Food .65 .67 .54 .63 .70 .74 .65 .55 .65 .61 
II Housing .06 .05 .07 .10 .04 .06 .09 .08 .06 .08 
III Clothing .05 .12 .05 .05 .06 .03 .05 .05 .03 .03 
IV Social .11 .05 .08 .04 .09 .07 .06 .08 .07 .06 
V Other .13 .11 .26 .18 .11 .10 •1? .24 , -0? .22 
1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 ' 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
^Source: Wirjosudarmo (128). 
Table 29 • Consumers' expenditures by kabupatens, Jogjakarta, 1959 
Urban 
Average 
annual 9,091.46 2,963.05 4,212.15 4,867.91 
Kulonprogo 
I 
4,486.81 
Bantul 
Rural 
2-5 average 
4,132.48 
(rupiahs) ST b G^b ST GT ST GT ST GT ST GT ST GT 
1. Cereal .40 .24 .16 .11 .56 .37 .54 •35 .55 .32 .45 .28 
2. Roots .00 .00 .48 .32 .02 .02 .09 .06 .08 .05 .17 .11 
3. Pish and 
seafood .04 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 
4. Meat & egg .06 .03 .00 .00 .02 .01 .01 .00 .00 .00 .01 .00 
5. Milk & 
.milk prod. 
H 0 0 0 .00 .00 0 0 .00 
0 
0 0 0 0 0 .00 .00 .00 
6. Veg. & 
.06 fruits® .19 .11 .09 .17 .11 .12 .07 .15 .09 .13 .08 
7. Misc. .13 .08 .14 .09 .12 .08 .13 .08 .10 .06 .12 .08 
8. Prep. food .09 .05 .02 .01 .04 .03 .03 .02 .04 .03 .03 .02 
9. Drink .08 JLOi .11 .08 .08 .08 .06 
10. Total foodl .00 (.56) 
0 0 H (.67) 1.00 (.67) H 0
 0 (.63) H 0
 0 (.60) H 0,
 
0 (.63) 
11. Housing .10 .08 .06 .09 .04 .07 
12. Clothing .04 .07 .04 .05 .07 .06 
13. Social ; .05 .14 .09 .09 .14 .12 
14. Other .04 .14 .14 .12 
15. Grand total 
0 0 H 0 0 H H 0
 0 H 0
 0 0 0 H H 0
 0 
M 
00 
ro 
s-Source:. Wlrjosudarmo (128). 
^ST-subtotal; GT-grand total. 
^Including bean-cake (tahu-tempe) 
Table 30. Three months undeflated harvest price in selected kabupatens, 
Java-Madura, April, May, June (rupiahs)®-
Krawang Tjiandjur Tjilatjap Wonosobo Klaten Malang Dj ember R.Dengklok 
1950 107-79^ 129.00 88.14 — —  80.81 71.52 75.00 
1..37° 1.63 1.11 — — — — 1.03 .91 .95 
208.78 228.00 148.4-5 231.33 204.46 201.90 171.47 • 136.54 
1951 2.27 2.48 1.61 2.51 2.21 2.20 1.86 1.49 
275.63 263.24 290.4-3 307.50 283.58 272.49 232.78 191.02 
52 3.03 2.89 3.19 3.38 3.12 2.99 2.56 2.10 
251.09 267.63 242.30 262.50 244.19 237.90 208.73 163.46 
53 2.51 2.68 2.42 2.63 2.44 2.38 2.09 1.63 
265.31 286.66 233.22 239.56 249.64 246.80 213.78 211.66 
54 2.68 2.90 2.35 2.42 2.53 2.49 2.16 2.14 
288.46 336.90 295.31 326.17 340.31 302.18 247.39 237.66 
55 2.04 2.39 2.09 2.31 2.41 2.14 1.75 1.69 
338.30 394.61 384.88 439.00 592.64 335.37 275:27 283.66 
56 2.32 2.71 2.64 3.01 4.06 2.29 1.88 1.95 
388.91 414.70 408.07 368.00 395.24 330.93 282.27 277.66 
57 2.56 2.73 2.68 2.42 2.60 2.18 1.86 1.83 
452.75 787.00 511.59 636.17 568.82 471.92 356.66 408.66 
58 2.18 3.78 2.4-6 3.06 2.74 2.27 1.72 1.97 
970.08 796.33 595.76 632.50 685.68 636.84 490.22 444.00 
59 3.29 2.70 2.02 2.15 2.33 2.16 1.66 1.51 
843.63 1067.75 815.04 1041.66 905.64 879.50 555.60 620.00 
i960 1.65 2.08 1.59 2.03 1.77 1.72 1.08 1.21 
1109.17 1211.34 1023.17 1052.99 1107.79 986.00 756.96 729.00 
61 2.02 2.20 1.86 1.91 2.01 1.79 1.38 1.33 
3697.61 4963.94 4271.32 4258.34 4471.24 3911.01 2866.67 2791.67 
^Source: Central Bureau of Statistics (4-2). 
^Three months harvest price undeflated. 
Three months harvest price deflated by price paid by the farmers. (1953=^00) 
Table 31* Quarterly average price of rice - seven regencies in Java-Madura, 
1949-1962, Bulu No. 1, rupiah/quintal, dry stalked paddy^ 
19^9-1 
2 
3 
1950-1 
2 
1 
1951-1 
2 
1 
1952-1 
2 
1953-1 
2 
3 
4 
Krawang Tjiandjur Tjilatjap Wonosobo Klaten Malang Djember 
44.87 
35.93 
38.47 
56.12 
103.60 
69.59 
103.75 
150.89 
160.64 
91.88 
90.95 
110.18 
112.81 
83.70 
88.47 
120.10 
48.48 
35.81 
40.67 
51.33 
55.67 
43.00 
45.00 
59.67 
123.33 
76.00 
105.00 
168.33 
139.63 
87.75 
93.27 
108.02 
106.65 
89.21 
104.08 
136.67 
40 .46 
29.38 
32.05 
52.49 
85.64 
49.48 
91.66 
155.12 
150.87 
96.81 
100.52 
120.47 
83.32 
119.44 
101.13 
80.76 
82.30 
77.11 
81.22 
148.75 
125.97 
102.50 
99.42 
117.67 
94.67 
87.50 
84.08 
109.67 
84.52 
67.82 
87.30 
138.91 
145.93 
94.53 
116.25 
132.65 
104.44 
81.40 
89.04 
115.71 
38.68 
26.94 
34.82 
53.45 
79.46 
67.30 
93.84 
127.34 
131.39 
90.83 
108.23 
114.17 
104.23 
82.30 
93.85 
102.35 
28 .22  
23.84 
34.78 
50.09 
67.85 
57.15 
99.35 
132.67 
130.46 
77.59 
94.94 
106.40 
93.99 
69.58 
83.81 
104.31 
^Source : Ceyitral Bureau of Statistics (43t>) -
Table 31. (continued) 
Krawang Tjlandjur Tjllatjap 
1954-1 
2 
3 
4 
127.20 
88.46 
93.54 
108.47 
129.96 
95.55 
119.32 
129.49 
114.42 
77.74 
87.74 
102.63 
1955-1 
2 
2 
114.21 
96.15 
108.95 
145.88 
128.71 
112.30 
132.77 
184.14 
108.72 
98.43 
117.28 
169.32 
1956-1 
2 
3 
4 
206.76 
112.77 '• 
128,. 56 
157.72 
205.16 
131.54 
155.33 
178.52 
199.10 
128.21 
137.38 
177.12 
1957-1 
2 
147.82 
129.65 
154.96 
268.22 
155.23 
138.23 
181.69 
269.32 
156.69 
136.02 
163.64 
259.94 
1958-1 
2 
2 
431.90 
150.92 
260.32 
322.83 
349.73 
262.33 
343.37 
367.36 
295.20 
170.53 
203.74 
261.64 
1959-1 
2 
3 
4 
345.23 
226.92 
286.97 
300.31 
386.59 
265.44 
312.33 
343.58 
256.80 
198.58 
241.40 
259.76 
Wono sobo Kla.ten Malang Dj ember 
93-61 103.82 106.35 107.62 
79.85 83.21 82.27 71.26 
86.53 94.44 94.69 77.19 
112.71 116.14 107.22 88.32 
112.08 120.26 116.56 103.32 
108.72 113.44 100.73 82.46 
118.33 126.61 120.63 109.68 
164.33 170.86 132.61 128.10 
177.67 186.86 161.04 134.02 
146.33 149.71 111.79 91.76 M 
146.67 152.83 124.06 123.87 
179.96 183.97 126.16 131.69 
144.94 140.78 119.39 118.01 
122.67 131.75 110.31 94.42 
157.35 160.66 141.29 127.78 
220.06 240.26 197.25 198.06 
254.58 269.36 222.53 210.63 
212.06 189.60 157.31 118.89 
217.42 217.59 208.60 183.55 
254.58 245.48 253.51 203.12 
235.19 253.58 249.19 214.20 
205.00 229.57 212.28 163.41 
218.89 222.45 270.60 197.85 
236.11 259.26 301.56 263.64 
Table 31. (continued) 
Krawang Tjlandjur Tjilatjap Wonosobo Klaten Malang D j ember 
1960-1 
2 
3 
4 
1961-1 
2 
2 
1962-1 
2 
2 
378.98 
281.21 
299.03 
335.33 
307.10 
369.73 
499.32 
782.46 
2633.06 
1232.50 
1382.20 
2158.62 
416.32 
355.89 
37^.55 
414.32 
469.05 
370.45 
640.98 
1257.08 
2598.95 
1654.65 
303.95 
271.68 
308.81 
328.98 
392.86 
341.06 
508.04 
1207.42 
2127.14 
1423.77 
1545.86 
1722.13 
272.08 
347.22 
341.11 
376.66 
363.06 
351.00 
419.44 
991.39 
1714.44 
1419.45 
1500.55 
1644.44 
319.42 
301.88 
334.48 
383.02 
420.70 
369.26 
463.89 
1116.15 
1804.61 
1490.41 
1472.12 
1658.80 
371.84 
293.17 
308.68 
368.87 
422.11 
328.67 
435.08 
796.54 
1391.00 
1303.67 
1410.56 
1708.59 
313.17 
I85.20 
265.72 
320.17 
340.66 
252.32 
341.(0 
700.50 
1259.89 
955.56 
1045.85 
1540.11 
18? 
Table 32. Cost of living index in Daerah Istimewa 
Jogjakarta, 1954-1960 (1959 = 100 
Pood Housing Clothing Social Other Over all 
1954 37.2 59.4 24.8 36.1 53.6 39.1 
55 53.2 62.2 38.1 53.0 52.3 52.2 
56 62.4 33.7 62.3 56.5 58.9 
57 65.3 66.4 32.8 68.0 65.4 62.6 
58 84.3 80.0 52.8 92.2 82.8 81.6 
59 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 
i960 129.2 116.3 152.0 124.2 113.1 128.5 
S^ource: Sukamto (119, PP* 36-37). 
Table 33» Index of "prices received by farmers" and price 
index of selected commodities, Java-Madura 
(1953 = 100)^  
Index of prices 
received by 
farmers Rice Corn Peanuts Soybeans 
1950 79 45 40 53 52 
51 92 98 119 77 92 
52 91 113 153 104 109 
53 100 100 100 100 100 
54 99 100 82 98 122 
55 141 125 159 118 142 
56 146 149 210 149 183 
57 152 162 196 160 192 
58 208 249 281 . . 267 235 
59 295 262 309 303 275 
i960 • 513 331 399 459 487 
61 550 566 653 553 575 
S^ource: Central Bureau of Statistics (^ -2, 1958, p. 231, 
1^ 62, p. 235). 
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Table 3^. Cost of living index in Djakarta, 1950-1957 
(Rp 472.22 = 100) 
1950 1951 1952 1953 1954 1955 1956 1957 
January 64.2 100.6 90.5 99.1 111.3 150.9 147.8 
February — —  86.7 91.0 91.9 100.2 115.0 156.0 148.3 
March —  —  84.7 92.0 95.2 101.3 121.7 159.9 148.2 
April —  —  71.8 90.1 99.9 100.5 125.4 144.8 146.9 
May —  —  73.3 86.6 97.2 97.5 124.5 146.3 149.1 
June 60.0 75.0 83.2 97.6 101.4 125.5 140.9 —  —  
July 57.8 75.5 84.6 98.1 99.0 126.6 142.1 — —  
August 56.3 83.4 84.5 97.9 100.6 129.4 141.9 — -
September 54.8 84.4 85.1 96.6 102.2 134.9 143.3 —  —  
October 54.9 93.4 85.4 97.4 106.3 135.0 149.5 — -
November 57.3 94.0 85.8 98.0 108.6 139.4 148.1 M 
December 60.8 97.0 90.3 98.4 111.1 138.7 145.5 
^•Source: Weinreb and Ibrahim (126, pp. 790-792) • 
Table 35* Income elasticity of demand of seven food items, 
Jogjakarta and Krawang, I963-I964& 
Jog.jakarta 
Stratum Stratum Stratum All 
17 18 19 Jogjakarta Krawang 
Cereal .500 .667 2.387 1.368 .46? 
Cereal 
substitutes .924 -.631 .286 .055 1.029 
Vegetables .455 .596 .580 .578 1.838 
Miscellaneous .493 .975 .836 .786 1.396 
Prepared food 1.779 .818 .190 1.019 1.568 
Tobacco and 
beverages .297 .446 1.251 .597 1.062 
Salted fish 1.199 
^Source: Central Bureau of Statistics (43a). 
